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Eastern Steamship company.
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Franklin
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Coal at
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Remedy

CATARRH

Cream Balm
Ely'squickly
is
absorbed.
Cues Relief at One·.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals iud protects
the diseased mem·
bnuie resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Ke•tures the Sens»·# of
Τ «ate and Smell. Full size 30 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
£ly Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
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Did you visit the scene of the explc
slon.
I did.
Did you see any fragmente of hi· cloth

Monday

■

in*.

I did. Pieces of bis pants, bis shoe ι
and bis hat.
On re-direct Mr. Colby stated that hi >
saw these the Sunday after the expiosioi ι

Thursday evening.

charge

of the

mining proper- I

I

*

1 read It to him but no correction·

Mr^Swaeey

noon following?
questioned the
I did.
sharply m to whether Everett had«ld
that lie knew who the man wM thafc he
Did you have a caretaker there?
had shut into the dynamite house. Mr.
I did.
Wheeler insisted that Mr. Everett h
Who was it?
said so. that he eo stated at the
Wallace Everett.
And be was in charge of it all that and that Mr. Everett asked for no cortime?
rections when the testimony was read to
All except a short time when he was ,U
called away.
Witness said that he did not remember
Asked to describe the condition of the Everett saying that he had told Ka«lcl,tIe
it
was
a
he
Mr.
stated
tl
at
must keep off the mine property.
Batcheller
stove,
general wreck—had been struck a very
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the Best Business.

^Caster

M
possesses a special genius
for the farm calling· He is a man of
talent of even temper, honorably doing
b. would have th.»ι do !»
him
He employe and parts with his
employes in the most friendly manner;
alwavx treating his help with respect
This naturally begets
ami kindness.
kindly association. At the ^ome of 'e
employes in the near-by house, the food
and housekeeping is just the same as in
he furnishes the
his private
food and house kept suitable for anyone,
and whenever any interrupt.on occurs
are
from absence or sickness, the
supplied from his own private table with
Of
his family.
ly and just treatment hie be.p suiU the
farm service. The Valley View Farm
home is a goodly bome of
kindness and social culture. Having
enioved it for a month for many years at
a Ume l speak from a happy experience
Both Mr. and Mrs. Casier are able to do,

The Wallace G. Everett Trial.

residence;

MAINE.

All niy be*t work warrante·'..
H. P.

practical agricultural topic-·

NUMBER 43.

PARIS, MAINE, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1907.

Have you seen Everett at your hous< ι
with Radcliffe?
I have.
thet te the eh·..»
M
Ore,
Mr Rrown be was In
Did they go off togethor?
M ANAGKO—VALLEY
heavy blow.
AND PKOPKRLY
charge of the first
Wilhur L Farrar of South Pari·,
" the .It.
did, with Mr. Everett's team.
They
talldlDg
V1KW FARM.
jailer and deputy sheriff,
as
Excused
of
Bethel.
Everett
Ε. Ε. Whitney,
The trial of Wallace 6.
l.
When was that?
Daniel Winslow of Paris testified: I when Mr. Everett was wrested bf.had in
Paris, indicted at this term of court for having formed an opinion.
The night of Memorial Day.
was occupying a room in the ofiice build- his possession a large bunch of key·,
Radcliffe
of
the
Woodstock.
L.
Dana
0.
murder
of
Acceptthe
Dudley,
Edgar
At thjs point court adjourned for din
A well appointed and properly maning of Mr. Brown on the 13th of June. I which ho turned over to James Gibbs.
same town, was begun Tuesday morning. ed and eworn.
th. ner.
received a telephone message from Mr.
Mr.'Farrar then testified to going tn
the
aged farm is the most reliable business
at
choice
as
usual
Mr.
court
the
completed
Dudley's
opened
Although
storehouse et th. mie.
in all the world. On such a farm there
Κ
At the afternoon session the room wai , Everett to the effect that the small dyna- the mine property the daj' folio
0:30 a. m as several of the extra jury- jury, forty-seven in all having been callsome
and
i* health, comfort, happiness, prosperity
house
been
blown
had
mite
Everett's
up
arrest, and searching
Judge
men who had been summoned were to ed to select the twelve members.
filled boyond the limit of ita seating ca
or
killed.
and assured independence. And if the
one
had
been
either
house.
In
tho
room
bunk
were
found
injured
come on the trains arriving at 0:50, the Strout appointed X. Dayton Bolster forepacity, extra seats having been placed to
farmer is a Christian, his hope in this
We went to the mine, and saw Everett certain article·, which ho enumerated,
All all the space except just what wai
proceedings were not begun until a(ter man of the jury.
in
the
mill.
life is assured aud eternity is certain.
including a box with Everett s uame on
The striking thing about the examinathe arrival of those trains.
necessary to move about the room.
The Christian farm is the sure founCross-examination : What instruction the label, from Newport, Ky.,some wine
At a few minutes bofore 10 o'clock tion of the jurors was the unanimity
Charles H. Colby of Paris was called,
with
covered
corrupted Iron, apparent Am ι he father of Scott O.
did you give Mr. Everett when he tele- glasses, two Eagle blasting caps. and an
dation and hope of the Christian com
Everett entered in charge of Jailer Far- with which they stated that they had
Colby.
"
'y
world. These pave the
old pidlock. Λ key on the bunch that
raerce of the
Ed Radcliffe ate supper with us on the phoned?
rar, and took his seat in the prisoner's formed some opinion about the caee,
o<
Other
These
and
all
nations
I told him to lock up the mill and Mr. Gibbs had worked this lock.
to
peoples.
way
dock. He was neatly dressed and shav- and the fact that the large majority of
night of the 13th of June. He then
steamthe
o.
«took
blooded
the
in
it
until
we
there.
vessels,
sailing
got
Continuing Mr. .Farrar «numerated
precede
ed, and looked in good health. Through- them seemed to feel that this opinion
that there helped me milk, and left about 7 o'clock, stay
certain other articles, found in the co k
ships, the roads, the railroads, the inter- all kinds-horses, cattle, swine, P®»11
He
out all the proceedings he evinced a great would affect them in acting upon the
had
a bundle of his washing with
no caretaker at
change of commodities—the commerce believing that the best pay the best, and interest.
the number of
evidence.
Whether
him.
the breaks were made. Tb y
Hiram R. Hubbard of Paris, sheriff of
of tbe world.
the most worthy pride of
At just 10 o'clock, the extra jurymen appleB which were needing to be picked in the late winter or
What did you have for supper?
vothOxford County, testified to going to the
Honest labor bespeaks honest dealing
The family and young people of the
this
was
with
at
do
Everett
home
had
to
all
Biscuit and butter; tapioca pudding;
arrived,
duly
anything
having
mine on the night of the explosion, and
ing was missed from the property ai
between man and man. Justice is the L.,nil Kave the pleasure of driving une
Mr. F.m, mud
arraigned for the murder of Edgar L. coudition, was a question regarding time.
might have bad cold veal.
finding Everett in the mill, with a rifle the box was not concealed.
»
only true hope of business prosperity.
Did you see which way he went?
Kadcliffe on the 13th of June, 1007. To which there was some surmise among
band.
in
hla
the
in
man
This
business,
Court adjourned at this point for the
Like the honest
all euuipped neatly and well.
I did not.
the question of the clerk he responded tho spectators. After a number had
With reference to tho hole in the
"
Lewis M. Brown of Paris testified.
honest nation ennobles its pride of pros- farm home is therefore a happy
night.
answered to that effect, Judge Strout
in a clear voice, "Not guilty."
Cross-examined: How do you know it
where did the body lie?
of
all
mine
of
tbe
Brown
the
Am
owner
ground,
life.
Τ
the
and
insures
to
farin
endeared
respect
all
are
and
perity
was about 7 o'clock?
Judge Strout appointed Hon. John P. endeavored to change the programme by
Sooth of it.
1
I personally took charge ο
g- Swasey as counsel for Everett. Associat- so wording hie questions as to put the
peoples and of heaven. These have en- farm home should always
Well, we had our supper at about
Thursday morning Edward S. Jone·
Did Mr. Everett make any statement
at the mine in February, 100» „^βη jjr,
nobled all true Americans. Justice and happy home.—A. o. Heam,
more
of
L.
Kimwas
Merton
the
in
five and then milked, and then
with
Mr.
giving
ed
Swasey
position
juror
of South Paris was called
half-past
Am»
what bad transpired that night?
of
of
wae
ta
the super.ntendent
Batchellcr,
New England Farmer.
newsand
honesty is the emblazoned glory
term.
of
the
evidenco
the
first
to
On
he
left.
day
hearsay
weight
; ball, Esq.,
He told about following a man, seeing ;int undertaker. Wa. called to attend o
i l Up to that time I had not persona
every star in the American Hag. This
lie said he was going to Paris Hill,
After that day Walter L. Gray, Esq., paper reports than to the testimony
him go into the dynamite house, come the body of Edgar RadcUffe on the 14th
»' «"= PoUt°
may be national pride, and so it is, and What
was associate counsel for the defence.
given under oath, but this seemed to
The
going round by the mine.
out again and light a match and go in of Jun··, at Mr. Hubbard s store.
the highest expression of American
I„ a meat iaaue The Ne. SnnlMd For the state were Couuty Attorney make little difference, as most of the
when Everett shut and barred the body had not been undressed, nor washagain,
Paris
testified
of
W.
Andrews
Albion
altheir
fr
patriotism.
Homestead gave detailed
Barnes, aud Hon. W. C. Philbrook of jurors still seemed to feel that
for the
b0d,W tb. t10U.. «
The intelligent voting farmer is a man
that he had worked at the mine, and door. Everett said he Btarted
Waterville, assistant attorney general of ready-formed opinion might affect their
correspondents regarding the
and heard the explosion before he Mrs. Buck, his grandmother. I nr«
mill,
little
the
in
assisted
dynamite
among true men, and a brother in kin to satisfactory prom.se of the 1907 potato Maine.
building
action.
undressed the body. Mr. Dougla··
the Saviour of tbe world. After this crou for the
house. The building was 4 feet by β. got there.
It was just about 12 o'clock when the
The work of empaneling a jury propine tree state. An eauo
How was Kadcliffe breathing when you
the roof-, The sills were 2x6, and the building
general introduction of the farmer, 1 rial representative of The
te- ceeded as follows:
twelfth man was sworn, two hours hav- the leakage of «now through
t«k.n t'°« tbe body »er.
saw him?
shall refer to his methods of doing his cent
was rough finished, the roof being made first
y interviewed a leading commission
Thirty-six of the extra jurymen re- ing been consumed in tho drawing of
by Hi» county attanay and
Hather a loud, gasping breathing.
best work on the farm.
of boards. It was iinishod in November.
state who has just I sponded to their names, two of those the jury. Mr. Swasey being entitled to
witness.
The coat ha<l
identified
the
by
When did you first see him to know
The first essential of all his business
The door was in the northeast corner,
drawn having been excused by the court two mure challenges, desired to take tho
m'en cut some to ge
.t off, but™
that he was dead?
after
about
returned
is a practical farm education, upon the
the
road.
next
of
the
jury
for cause. The names of these jurors no'in hour for consideration
otherwise nearly whole. T^e troaee
About a quarter past eleven.
and .Iter hi. return I per
Cross-examined, he staled that he was
fairly good commun school and commou
as made up, and after some discussion thro, week.,
are as follows:
mainly in shreds, and the 'ower
Did the body lie parallel to the road,
The
no directions to
iron was
the
sense tuition of home aud school.
after
not
there
sonally
gave
was
corrugated
this
and
court
granted,
counsel,
Bethel :
by
portion of the union suit of
or at right angles?
home schooling must be good, and then
Joslah A. Brown.
and the court adjourned.
put on.
At right angles, head nearest the ,ngwas almost entirely torn off·
Charles F. A bbott.
all the other means of instruction will
Sheriffs Albert F. Berry of Denmark
,f the clothes had been cieansed at all.
Gilbert Tuell.
Henry K. Batcheller of Washington, road.
lay the sure and safe foundation of the
and II. D Cole of Bryant's Pond were
Ε. E. Whitney.
Certain fragments of clothing
of the body was describThe
Condition
testified:
for
X.
Love
and
H.,
farmer
girl.
boy
worthy
Alphomo W. Bean.
placed in charge of the jury, who were
in ed, and two pools of blood were describ- nroduced which the witness could not
Brown's
Mr.
ο
entered
entire
I
employment
had
been
charge
tbe farm is just as essential as love for
ohemlat,
given
Chauncey C. Bryant.
kept, according to the law, virtual
identify. Also the right "ho0,
O. A. Buck.
December, 1905. I had charge of the ed between the body and the hole in the
tatber and mother aud love for the
communication being
no
prisoners,
Bucktleld :
«·"«<" operations at the mine in the winter of ground. The witness saw no pools of with a large wire nail sticking in ο
home. The farm home has reared the
any
P·™»»!
given
one
outside.
allowed with any
L. C. Waterman.
blood under the body after it was raised.
100Ô-7.
best men of America. The scholar, the the tinal
Charles F. Berry.
The interest in the case was manifest- tion. to the men?
development of the crop the
you embalm the body'.'
The body wan taken to Paris Hill and
B[own ,tat,d
Freil 8. HeaM.
My illness caused a suspension of
merchant, the lawyer, the doctor, the
ed in the crowd which filled the court
work March 8, 1907, and work was re- put into my store, which was locked that
Wesley Turner.
statesman, the business man, have all
a largo
afternoon
at
the
room
session,
V. P. DeCoeter.
anything do„n tb< moulb
sumed April 12.
night. The key was given the next day
been reared on the farm from WashingPercy H. Irish.
portion of them being women. Tho exor throat?
The crew were taken off to work on to Mr. Wheeler, the coroner.
ton to Koosevelt. The latter has had
Hebron :
however,
pected interesting proceedings,
No.
I afterwards upon request took and
the waterworks on Paiis Hill on the
Frank Packard.
π
£
good farm training in honesty and prac- dealers and growers wHh whoml con
did not materialize. Immediately after
Will you describe the 1™*'
James L. Bumpus—excused.
5th of June, and returned either Satur- preserved the clothes of Kadcliffe, getIn response to a series ui h"
tical work up to the presidency as ««^b(1 sav that if Maine gets a (W per
the court came to order, Mr. Swasoy
There were scire on the left side.
the
Buck's.
them
at
Mrs.
:
[)xfor<l
all
or
of
explosion.
ting
universal
Monday,
preceding
tbe
day
shown by
approval
stated that he had no challenges, and
L-ent crou they will conaidor themselvea I
What on the throat?
W. K. Holden.
I arrested Mr. Everett Monday, at the
The men were Gibbs and Howe. On
mankind of his true and honest farm fortunate. should heavy raina continue I
W. F. Caldwell.
the jury as constituted was satisfactory.
A cut about two inches long.
return I set them to work at what mill.
their
methods. And though born in New «
C.
Rowe.
C.
Iroetget in aunu bad -oik many h*
County Attorney Barnes then suggested
What did you do to the cut.
E. Ilawkes.
as the crystal cut.
Was anything left in your charge by
known
is
George
York, he bad a large experience in stock
would
he
50
that the crop «ill turn out only
to the court that, although
I put a little absorbent cotton in it.
H. W. Coy.
I heard of the explosion Thursday the coroner after the inquest?
had been occupied by
of
raising in tbe west.
in
view
case
the
F. L. Wilson.
to
ilrst,
prefer
open
Did you insert your lingers enough to
A bundle was left at the house, eaid to
ett had evening shortly before half past ten.
Cross-examination : Mr. Kvereu
I feel permitted, as an old soldier, to
the condition of the weather and the
lato; aome Sreenwooil :
Went to the scene. Saw a hole in the contaiu Kadcliffe's washing. 1 had pick- tear the tissues any?
tell that 1 knew Abraham Linceln perK. P. Farrlngton.
shortness of the afternoon, be thought if been in my employ
»y their field, are a month
O. L. Peabo<ly.
ground, the debris, and a body lying at ed it up, in the junction of the roads at
sonally, before he ever dreamed of bea viow of the premises was to be taken,
Packanl.
Cross-examined: Did you wash the
E.
D.
was some distance.
I the mine.
ing president of the United States, and
it would be better to take it at once.
entire body?
Jumner:
Did you receive a knife?
statement did Mr. Everett make
What
hat I made tbe speech seconding the
and
toams
The court acceded to this,
Ira O. Swift.
! I did.
to the matter ol the whtokey, to you that night?
nomination of Theodore Roosevelt for
Oscar G. Chandler.
were at once procured to take the jury
Did you notice any injuries on the
H. Barrows.
A knife was produced and identified
etate.
Ur Swasey asked about whether Mr.
That he had followed a party around
George
my assembly district of New York
while
other
to the acre,
to the scene of the affair on Crocker
growers say
Fred M. Chandler.
had
seen
the
he
body?
that
What was the condition of it?
from place to place,
over observed any evidence
Brown
had
And though not personally acquainted Lhev «ill
court
the
from
miles
or
better.
five
100
get
Hill, about
iVaterford:
It was covered with a reddish brown
>1 intoxication in Mr. Everett. He eaui man go into the little dynamite house i
with President Koosevelt, I am well
house.
L. R. Rounds—excuecd.
•Owing to the uncertainty from the
Where did you notice any blood on
and come out again, then go back ineide; rust.
tie had not.
B. F. Sanbourn.
of
afteruoon
ncquainted with his writings, and noble vield the market is in somewhat unthe
Tuesday
Accordingly
the body?
Hiiiit on
A
W. E. .Ionian.
m
υη the
that Everett then shut and fastened the j To whom did you deliver the knife?
small stable was built
Jeeds of the broadest statesmanship of settled condition. Dealers and specuthe
in
the
was
viewing
jury
spent by
Down round the legs.
George A. Miller.
To Professor Robinson at Brunswick,
the
for the accommodation of Mr. door, and started for the telephone.
uiy living man. And I commend
lators are not quoting prices for NoW. If. Kllgore.
premises, and by order of the court they {rounds
Any on the hands?
While he was unlocking the mill door j What else did you take to him?
honest Christian principles which have
and December delivery» »
rlid not return to the court room that Everett's horse.
rVood stock :
A little, blood and dirt.
A pail containing the contents of the
«nndition the explosion occurred. He said he had
Asked about changes in the conditio
Actuated him, to every farmer's son and ,ΛΗΒ in some seasons. Growers ciaim
Dana U. Dudley.
the
afternoon's
so
that
proceedings
day,
Was your attention ca led to the fact
stomach.
Albert N. Felt.
Mr. not returned to the place.
daughter the world over.
in the court room occupied only a few ,f the grounds since the «plosion
that conditions point to higher prices
that his right arm was bloody/
Cullen Abbott.
The knife was offered in evidence.
Witness described the little dynamite
Itrown h tilted that there had been nuroIt is as uecessary to have a level head vnd it will not be at all surprising if
Frank Andrews.
minutes.
I didn't notice.
In th. Un. ol house as being covered with scrap or I Cross-examined: Where did you g<»
»
in farming as in any calling in life. It
Alton Day.
The jury as finally made up was as „«m change., mainly
Did you examine to see the depth of
producers are very slow about seUmg
It contained a first?
iron.
refuse
corrugated
is also necessary to have the proper and
cleaning up.
The names of these and the regular follows:
the new crop. The market lut week
the
wound
in
tho
neck.'
door
To the mill.
taken place at stove, ehelf, boxes, etc., and the
best implements for farming, for the haahl near a basis of 7o cents to «1 per jurors having all been written on slips
N. Da;ton Bolster, I'arle, Foreman.
Then where?
was fastened with a clasp and padlock.
farmer is a capitalist, a business man, barrel f. o. b.
stations.
>f paper and placed in a box, Clerk of
II. Itarrnwe, Sumner.
shipping
George
Did you shave around Λιβ wound/
the
To the little dynamite house, or the
county
A padlock was produced by
'he world producer and the sure hope of ,r8 do uot seem to be active
a
(.'hurles Κ. Berry, Buckfleld.
Courts Whitman drew them out one by
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place where it was.
commerce.
II. W. Coy, Oxford.
you notice any discoloration
Everett go with you?
he stated that it was not the lock which j
jlothes the world "under heaven's I'roviDana O. Dudley, Woodstock.
knowledge of the Maine potato examined by the court and by counsel.
around the mouth of the wound?
on the door I
lence. And no man should have such
W. M. Flint, Sweden.
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Who sewed it up?
X. D. Wight, Gllead.
t was about the size of a half-bushel.
honest work, anil these will surely pay
key which unlocked them all, and at the I Didn't the body lie in a depression?
Aroostook railroad
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provided
joining season.
charge, the four counsel for
No.
I was notified of the explosion by Mr. were shown to the witness, and he said it?
Here 1 must needs refer to the pre- K-hen lined and tired cars are used for 'ornaed some opinion, and was excueed· and for
Everett, and Everett himself, in
lie-direct: You didn't examine the
as were
I should say not.
Had formed charge of Jailer Farrar, no one else be- iVinslow shortly after 10 o'clock on that that tbey were not such locks
liminary methods now being est iblished shipping potatoes, not more thau ten
H. W. Coy, Oxford
Weren't the piols of blood iu a de- wounds in the leg»?
jn Vailev View Farm, Little Falls, Ν. \
light. We occupy the old county office used by his direction.
lome opinion, but considered that h e ing allowed to go.
jars can be forwarded from any one staNo.
What instructions did you give Mr. pression?
ind the hopeful results which are begin- tion in charge of a single fireman. Not uind was open to the evidence, and
juilding on Paris Hill as an office, and
The witness further stated that the
I should say not.
The four
iave telephonic communication with the Everett regarding the use of this buildning to bo realized thereon.
to exceed five cars can be forwarded in was sworn as the first juror.
the undertaker's
was given to you by whom? body was taken from
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in
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Mr.
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hundred acres have been for many years
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At the opening of court Wednesday
George H. Barrows, Sumner,
;har»(e of one fireman from different
rooms to the tomb, and was then returnbe used for preparing
should
liatcheller.
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Mr.
That
he
office.
levoted ma-nly to dairy farming; but stations. No car can be partly loaded
ed to tho undertaker's rooms at the remorning the room was well filled with
Do you know whose knife it is?
Mr. Brown in answer to questions said the dynamite, and that no large quantity
now, in connection with the manufacture it one station and the loading completed
Abbott, Woodstock. Had those who were concerned in the case in
quest of the county attorney on Sunday.
I do not.
ιβ had no personal knowledge regarding should be kopt there, the bulk being
.f specialties in wood.
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extra
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even
and
it auother,
one way or another,
opinion,
spectators.
by paying
The bundle of clothing that you found
he breaks at bis property.
I refer to the above manufacturing, as
kept at the big dynamite house.
Frank A.
Noble, Water ford. Had
îharge. The shipper who desires a car
County Attorney Barnes immediately
Witness said that he instructed Everett at the corner of the road. Do you kn<»w
Had you given any instructions as to
» most helpful
means, at any time of
ormed some opinion, and was
for
the
Miss (îrace Thayer of South Paris
case
the
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state,
nust specify when making a request at
open
proceeded
in the beginning that there should be what it contained?
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Not
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Mr. Jones.
îation. If a shipper orders a car from laving formed an opinion.
The state and the respondent as well
Asked to describe it, witness said it ploy
Witness was asked about a borndozen experienced men and women. me
E. D.
I first saw the body Friday afternoon,
Packard, Greenwood. Chal- %γθ to be congratulated upon having luperintendent.
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stated
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to
handled
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to
instructions
aid
Did
jackknife,
This mutual
your suphighly
you give
the 14th. It had been washed, and was
:he station agent can compel him to un- enged by defence.
so early secured a full panel of jurors.
that any intruder should be package said to contain a knife was given of enameled cloth, but afterwards corill localities where the two industries of oad the consignment and turn the car
O. A. Buck, Bethel. Excused as liavto be embalmed.
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What did you notice about the throat?
>ver to tho uext shipper in turn, unless
Dg formed an opinion.
happened that I arrived at South Paris
was turned over by the enameled cloth were separate but
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talked
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l
Batcheller
Mr.
is an advautage to both industries alike,
explosion,
Excused
A cut about two inches long, toward
te gets permission to forward the car
station. You will pardon me if I use
Alphonzo W. Bean, Bethel.
near together on the ground.
that all measures should him to Sheriff Hubbard.
for by such means no scarcity of needed jnder its
the right side.
the personal pronoun, as it is my sworn )vur, and agreed
original load to new destina- is having formed an opinion.
Did you examine the territory around
When was it tiret reported to you that
lielp can exist to curtail or cripple either ;ion.
W. M. Flint, Sweden. Accepted aud duty to investigate all matters of crim- >e taken to protect the property.
Did you sew it up?
Mr. Urown was asked by Mr. Swasey trespassers were on the premises in the the little dynamite house?
ndustry. This plan accentuates the vital
I did.
The road will set aside a number of
inal nature. I had previously heard of
as
nothI
did.
were
time?
the
caretaker
night
principle of mutual helpfulness
Did you tear the tissue in closing it?
:ars to be lined by shippers, equitably
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discovered
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Early
ng else can do.
1 listributed.
No.
A lined car must be kept laving formed an opinion.
accosted at the station by S. 0. Buck, an hat any intruder
....
I did.
Philo W. Casier has kindly tendered η
Tresspassers had been reported to me
Charles F. Berry, Buckfleld. Accept- uncle'of Ed Kadcliife, who told me that ollowed and watched, and the matter
The autopsy was performed in your
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•he methods, plans and purposes being idle for 19 consecutive hours, excluding jd and sworn.
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rooms?
the boy's throat was cut. Τ tie next day ■«ported
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How near to the 13th of June did you
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iiursued with the mechanical aids in the
Yes.
George A. Miller, Waterford. Chal- [ visited the Buck household on Paris Ϊill. There was
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of the romoval of the body
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comHave you delivered to Professor F. C.
enged by the
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Hill, and saw the body of Radcliffe. The
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ion, but Mr. Brown was finally asked if house'.'
ireat aid Λ up to-date farming imple- pany for the use of other shippers.
A. A'. Keen, Bnckfield. Excused as next morning two skillful surgeons perKobinson a sample of the embalming
Some time—a matter of weeks. I had Swasey.
hose were his instructions to Mr. Batchments demands intelligent handling in
for a car to be lined is laving formed an opinion.
fluid similar to what jou used?
formed an autopsy upon the body, and
Every
applicant
l:Mi of April.
jrder to secure the full and complete
E. P. Farrlngton, Greenwood. Ohai- their first duty was to remove the six or illcr, his superintendent, and said they seen it after the
I have.
impelled to sign conditions mentioned.
Cross-examined: I was at home asleep
vere.
working Of the line and expensive ma -New England Homestead.
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William
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On re-direct Mr. Brown stated that when I heard
•hinery iu its fullest and freest action.
Bucktield. Excused the throat. When this was done, the
Loren B. Merrill of Paris testified:
was called, and testified to going to
ifter the explosion Mr. Everett told him Urown notified mo in person.
I'his any thoughtful farmer cau soon
Early Winter Predicted.
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field, on the night
lock on the little dynamite bouse?
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an opinion, and was excused.
tion of that throat that day satisfied all £dgar Kadcliffe.
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of property, Mr. Everett, Mr. Batcheller and Mr. I'igliteeu summers. The Mt. Mica mine
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Frank Gilcrease, Dixfield. Accepted who saw it that that boy did not die by
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iveatherwise farmers are preparing for
half a mile from the Browu
were there.
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reWhitman,
Then came the question, who was
"One of the first indications of earlyI have used dynamite for eighteen
did the body lie?
than the farmer,
1 ance than what he had advanced to pay mite stolen.
winter noticed by the farmers," »i>s •euted aud sworn.
sponsible for that death, and there was a tremiuras.
About eight feet, I should say.
years.
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Witness described the method of
Was the body breathing when you araud »'f
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you?
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Then the question arose, who did this
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preparing dynamite for explosion, and
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question is, did Wallace Q. Everett do , >r, was called to identify certain pho- and afterwards
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Mr. Casier has acquired this infor-EiaB. F. Sanbourn, Waterford. Excused that deed, with malice aforethought.
the middle of August, as is
On its right side, facing the dynamite primer. He stated that he had someographe which he took at the mine a of the property. His general instructl,»n and teaches it to his sous and farm period
is having formed an opinion.
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Colby
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ticiug refinements elsewhere, thus causand eworn.
month.
tide, with three doors. Mr. Barnes then ÎIill
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side of the hiH> as the jury had followed ather, Charles II. Colby.
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notice any bruises on the
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Wesley Turner,
On account of the dry summer
ground, where the explosion occurred.
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plosion.
He began wording by the month the structions.
t.
able habits of social and business evil away.
is having formed an opinion.
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Heald seemed to be acceptable to the circumstances which point to one man. :hrnugh
The county attorney then put a hyThe witness thon repeated
one around.
poison in an attempt to ckeck their
A concussion.
When he was at home he went to bed
the products of the farm. And because
court, but was challenged by the defenoe
Now it might be thought that on a
Evorett's account of following the man pothetical question designed to show
house
could
that
that
he
was
out
there
and
June
Is
way
of the intelligent and economical use of depredations.
any
"Another importaut sign is the un- after examination.
rough, lone Oxford County hillside a îarly. During May
"about the premises to the dynamite whether the prop against the door would
them with level-headed business methW. H. Kilgore, Waterford. Excused | man might do as he chooses. Yet even three or four tfmes a week. Then be have been exploded as you saw it, by
announced coming of the line storm,
house where he pried off the clasp, ami have been driveu into the ground by the
outside of the house?
came in after I had retired.
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an
formed
person
a*
any
generally
which
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opinion.
there will circumstances appear
as he had explosion, but the question was exusually sets in about tho 21st of
Not from any condition of affaire there Everett barricaded tho door,
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this year: and with the help of the *3000
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as all
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the month, this year appeared about
point
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opinion.
to
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waut
three weeks ahead of time, coming along
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go
The witness having stated that he was
in the vicin- said he knew it was Ed Radeliffe wh<Did you observe
Oscar G. Chandler, Sumner. Accept- hillside, and see whether the evidence plosion?
briuging in large mouthly prohte, will to assist in celebrating Labor Day.
a member of the coroner's jury, the conof the bole in the ground that was had been shut in.
He was out one night.
and
ed
sworn.
ity
certainly increase to a grand total of
Everett.
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to
Wallace
all
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discover
that
it
is
not
at
"The farmers claim
points
Witness said that Mr. Everett brought dition of the body when the jury viewed
Did you see him go the night of the unexploded?
W. C. Cross, Greenwood. Excused
$10,000 annually within two or three unlikely that snow will help out with
The first visitors to the hill after the
but made it was inquired about.
A few fragments of 30 per cent dyna- the door clasp to the inquest,
of
gxplosion?
the
found
mangled
body
the Thanksgiving turkey, and past sea- as having formed an opinion.
explosion
it.
Did you see a cut on the throat?
I did.
mite were found on the ground, and some no statemont regarding
Casier is an educated business
Jacob M. Ludden, Canton. Mr.
to
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removed
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RadQliffe.
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sons have been good arguments to their
Edgar
Yes. Saw a gaping wound.
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suit
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be
wear?
the
etove.
inside
What
man of worthy pride and ambition.
an
acceptable juror, | Paris Hill and an inquest was held. And
claim for recognition as competent fore- den seemed to be
had
The jury made no special examination
Is it possible for anybody to anticipate fied, also the iron which Mr. Everett
His best one.
lends a willing and able band to all
but In answer to questions regarding his I think that without any further excasters of the weather."
of any of tho wounds.
The rest of Radcliffe's dress was de- or tell what the consequences of snch an said was used to pry off the clasp.
kinds of work at all times. His daughhealth stated that he was »«bject toiU planation the state is now ready to lay
From the store where we viewed the
□ave you beard Mr. Everett state
ter is an educated school teacher, his
The court considered him com- the evidence before
scribed, and the time that he left was explosion would be?
turns.
you in legal fashion.
had been on tho body we went to the mine. Saw Mr.
Tie the Cow
set at somewhere from seven to halfelder son has been a worthy student at
Generally it will tear things to pieces. whether Mr. Radcliffe
petent, but he was challenged by the
Everett there.
Re-direct: What orders had you given mine property this last spring?
Cornell, and is now studying horticul- in a stable, and do not tie her to a rigid state because of the risk of mistrial
past. He had a bundle with him, which
What about the appearance of the
Yes.
Mr. Everett with regard to leaving the
he said was his washing.
ture with the anticipation of adding stanchion, but with a good loose tie, so through his health.
around the bole in the ground?
How many times?
ground
of
a
mile
is
abont
It
Excused
fruit oulture on part of the 400 acres to that she can take a little bit of oomfort
N.
Woodstock.
three.quarters
night*?
Albert
premises
Felt,
It was covered with wreckage scatterThree.
from the Brown property to my house.
We had no objection to his leaving for
increase ultimately and soon, the pro- to herself, and let her stay there all win- as having formed an opinion.
Did you bear him make any statement ed in every direction, to a distance of
I heard the sound of an explosion.at a a short time.
duct on of the big farm. The younger ter. I have always noticed that when ai
A. D. Wight, Gllead. Accepted and Is one of the constitutional diseases. It
foet in some directions.
of ten. 1 fix the time by having
Asked about the manner of explosion as to how recently Radcliffe bad been seventy or eighty
son is in the same line of education, man turns his cows out in the morning'
quarter
Ια what direction farthest?
Itself In local aches and pains,— looked at the clock as I was
B. Goodwin, Bethel. Excus- manifests
going to of dynamite at the mine, Mr. Batcheller there?
knowing that honest farming is an to take exeroiee they do not take much
He said about three weeks before tho
Southerly.
Inflamed joints and stUI muscle·,—but it bed, about five minutes before.
stated that it was done by electric primhonorable and profitable calling, worthy and always give less milk if they are ed because he had formed an opinion.
What was the condition of most of the
1
I was last out that evening about half- ers, and in answer to questions Mr. the explosion.
of the beat talent of the ablest young allowed to stay out any time.—John
Frank Packard, Hebron. Excueed as cannot be cored by local applications.
Witness said be assisted about putting lumber?
It was dark at that time.
Batcheller stated that dynamite in the
man.
It requires constitutional treatment, and past nine.
Gould, Ohio, in New England Home- having formed an opinion.
Most of it was split, not into very
How much did bouse might have been exploded by some the stomach into a tin pail at the auCross-examination:
Joslah A. Brown, Bethel. Excused as the best Is a course of tbe
Mrs. Casier and daughter are thorough stead.
great blood puridelivered it to Mr. Hubbard. small pieces.
one outside the building, by means of topsy, and
you pay Kadcliffe?
having formed an opinion.
home and housekeepers, and all this
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the
did
Did you find what you would call ft
Cross-examined: At
fying
inquest
In the winter, when he was cutting battery, wire, etc'.
as
W. E. Holden, Oxford. Excueed...
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implies. This is also a broad field for
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sudden
opinion.
them to
having
worthy
change
practical education
Not intact.
I did.
..
lar a day; after May lit, 115 a month.
L. D. Howard, Mexico. Excused as
plode in falling from the shelf to the
Feed them liberally with fresh, palatculture.
Did you find the hinge·?
Who was it?
Was he out nights?
floor?
which neutralizes tbe acidity of tbe blood
I cannot neglect to commend a useful able feeds. There is nothing made by having formed an opinion.
No.
Miss M. A. Baker.
Considerable.
That is a question for expert advice.
O. L. Peabody, Greenwood. Chaland builds up the whole system.
custom of Valley View Farm, in the denying the cows all they will eat. In
Padlock?
After the testimony was written out,
A little unsteady?
Under certain conditions of thawing and
In usual liquid form or in chocolated
special respect of an hour'· reading, or addition to this allow them all the water lenged by the defence.
in the jail aud
No.
No.
N. Dayton Bolster, Paris. Accepted tablets known as Sarsatab·. 100 doses $1.
freezing, dynamite will get into condi- did you visit Mr. Everett
It should be pure, but
an evening of agricultural Ρ*?·1* Μ(1 they can drink.
make a correction in his testimony?
(Continued on page 3.)
Which way did he go that night?
tion where it will explode very easily.
aad sworn.
good book· by Mr. and Mr·. Caaler. I not too cold.—Turf, Farm and Home.
WHU TUR

Surgeon Dentist,

SOUTH PARIS,

on

solicited.
AMruaa all communications la
ten<le<l (or this departinent to Hkm»y l>.
Htmiiau, Agricultural K<lltor Ox for· I ]>em
iXTat, l'arle. Me.

Attorney at Law,

^

have often enjoyed these eveniog retd
ing and delightful social and instructive
hours, and am fully assured of their intriusic value to the family home of the

*

Com»pon<ltnce
Is

ilHARLKS P. BARNES.

L.

SOUTH

ν

PARK,

Democrat.

Oxford

The

Specialist

Specialist

For sixteen yeans I have flltc t glaaaes to defective eyes an<J nothlc,; else—that makes me a
specialist. If your eye· trouble you In any way,
if you want expert advice In regani to the
seme, come to the man who la a specialist, who

due» one thing onlv. No charge for eye examination· or consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-*·

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
MwmI A Fortes, toutk Nrk
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AXWOOD

&

Mlton mm»
ϋcoKGB M.

FORBES,

[

prtpritttn.
A. I. romsis.

Buck field.
Rev. Mr. Clark of Tamer occupied the
Baptist pulpit Sunday in exchange with

the regular pastor.

ATW04U.

Mies Alice Nulty spent Sunday with
her parents, accompanied by Miss Anabel
Ingraham of Hebron.
Dr. J. C. Caldwell had his ankle
broken
being thrown from his carriage Monday evening. The horse made
a quick turn, throwing the Doctor out
and his leg became entangled in the
spokes of the wheel. He is doing well
at this time.
Mrs. Ο. H. Hersey of Portland has
been visiting her mother at the home of
her brother, C. P. Berry.

Tumi —41.50 a year If paid itrtellj In tdruoe.
.Hherwlae Si.OU a ye». -. Single copie· 4 cents.

PBOBAT1 WOTÏCM.
Γο all peraona Interested In either of the but»
bernoAfUr «iwH :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari», la aid
tor the County of Oxford, on the third Tueeday of
Oct., ta the year of nor Lord one thousandr
nine hundred and aevea. The following matt·
thereupon
h»ν1ηκ been presented for the action
Ixnvlnafter Indicated. It la hereby Okdesbd :
That notice thereof be given to all person» in·
to be
lereeted.bycaualBgacopy of thla order
aucoeaalvely la the Oxpublished three aweeka
South
ord Democrat, now* pa per publiabed at
at a
Parla, In aald County, that they mar appear on
Probate Court to be held at aald Parla,
at 9
D.
1Λ7.
A.
November,
of
the third Tueaday
of the clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereto If they aee cauae.
WILLIAM II. PEARSON, late of Woodatock,
deceaaed : will and petition for probate thereof
preaented by Mary Ella Pearaon, the executrix
therein named.
ALMIRt H. MINARD, late of Parla, de
ceased : will and petition for probate thereof pre·
<ented by Rojal a. Klch, the executor therein

Ym. The first vu at the big dynamite house. The next was at the cook
house, when a ataple waa palled oat,
and aome money waa taken. The next
time waa at the cook hoaae, when a
window wh taken ont, and some money

Wnt Pub.
WbyP
The wltneu explained at length, from
The harveet dinner and tapper Thursway the building vu torn to pleoee
day of lut week at the Universalist the
church «h a «access both sooially and and wrecked.
Where Id the building should yon say
financially. Over 200 people were fed at
the bountifully laden tables and the net the explosive was?
I should say it was on the north side
prooeeds were over ISO.
The Qood Will Society of that church of the building.
The witness explained the distribution
intends to have about the first of
of least reDecember a sale, chicken pie sapper and of the debris aloug the lines
on the hill.
evening entertainment. The plans for sistance
What experience have you had with
this affair will soon be arranged.
steel?
Rev. Isabella S. Macduff expects to go cuts with corrugated
I have been cut with it.
Tuesday of this week, the 22d, to the
it make?

and other things were taken.
Witness described hi· method of raking the road at night to that he might
aee if there were triacka In the taorning.
Aaked about keeping an accoaut of
the dynamite, Mr. Everett stated that on
the night of the 18th there were in the
small dynamite house aix atlcks of 60
per cent dynamite, two atlcka of 30, and
Alao one part
aome other in the a tore.

ÛLOVE QUESTION
This is

for you to consider, whether you want

something

kid, golf, cashmere or fleeced, but the main idea is a
GOOD GLOVE and that is what you can find at this
Those two word· hardly describe them ; they a--e
store.
in
good every conceivable way; material, make, finish

a

and warmth.

What kiud of a wound does
convention
national Universalist
KID GLOVES, tan, grey and black, 2 clasp, the best of kid is put into
A painful one, sometimes a clean cut.
Philadelphia, Penn. She will be away
The
ADTitni»uim:-, U legal advertisements
were in the case were of a stick which had been loaded.
which
fuses
The
00,
be
will
not
on Sunday, Oct. 27, and there
these,
are given three cons» <3re insertions for $1JO
to the witness, and he stated dynamite waa on a ahelf about two feet
per Inch In length of >lumn. Special contracta
any preaching eervice at the Universalist presented
deextra
durable,
Further
floor.
DOG
the
from
a
half
very
advertisex·
and
SKIN,
had been
made with local, traz lent and yearly
church but Sunday School will be held that in bis opinion they
ers.
a
time—weeks scribed the contents of the building, in$I C0
MOCHA GLOVES in all shades, a very warm glove
Miss Macduff intends to re- posed to the weather long
aamed.
as usual.
electric
fast
New rpe,
Jo» Piomxe
or months.
cluding some pieces of sheet. steel,
prate·,
A. COLCOBD, late of Browndeld, deDAVID
turn
Nov.
2d.
tan and grey, silk lined,
by
$, 50
black,
a stock of- the
ARABIAN
REINDEER,
received
he had to natch up inside with.
I
have
which
power, experienced 'orkmen and low price·
had
been
that
fuse
of
stated
out
also
Witness
for
allowance
peraonal
ceased ; petition
The corn is being labeled at the Burncombine to make thl» tepartment of oar baslThe door waa described, and the wlt- new
of
or butproperty preaented by Martha J. Colcord, LONG KID GLOVES in black, tan, grey and white, with
aeee complete and ρ >afar.
ham & Morrill corn shop and it is ex- used in that vicinity in the early part
widow.
ness said that the ataple which the lock
16 button
mining operations.
00
ton, 12 button
pected to finish the last of this week. theCross-examination
JACOB McKKEN, late of Parla, deceaaed;
by Mr. Philbrook: went through waa Jnst an inch and a
Sixteen women are labeling and several
petition for an allowance cut of personal estate
Fleeced in brown and
diclal
Court.
Electa
J
excellent
in
Supreme
the quarter long·
GLOVES
of
FABRIC
of
the
case
widow.
In
the
McKeen,
■reaented
explosion
Mary
by
heavier
men are
employed about the
Prior to this explosion bad Radcliffe
to whioh you testified,
WITH THE
BKRT O. WHITMAN, late of Woodatock, deblack, inflexible, fast color, mileaulse cashmere,
West Sumner.
2^c
work. The amount put up by this com- dynamite house
ceased ; first account presented for allowance by
do you know bow much dynamite was been to the mine?
OCTOBKR 'IBM, 1907.
is
which
cans
is
this
knit,
in all cclors,
312,000
25c,
year
Horace Parrar has gone to Natick, pany
GLOVES
42c,
GOLF
H. Whitman, administrator.
•"red
5 c
times.
three
about
should
I
say
Tes,
about 73,000 less than last year, and the exploded?
After the case of !tedding vs. Sklllings, Mass., for a few days' visit.
GEORGE L. DEAN, late of Parla, deceaaed;
in all colors,
and 50c
>
Did you ever tell bim not to come
WOOL
GLOVES
Within 500 sticks.
25c
CHILDREN'S
as
last
allowance
for
not
so
Eugene
by
is
fair
but
Inal
account
the only civil case ,v> far tried, had been
Oscar
good
preaented
Mr. Horace Barrows and Mr.
quality
Come in and hear them.
Was the construction of the house the there?
v. Dean, admlnlatrator.
LADIES' WOOL MITTENS, fancy knit, some with bows,
given to the jury last Monday, the Chandler are serving on the jury in the year. The whole lot in sold to F. H. same as in this case?
I told bim be mustn't come there
BETSEY P. MONK, late of Buckfield, de
of
York.
New
this
4
ic
Co.
wen·
who
Paris.
trial
at
Everett
murder
South
jail
awaiting
Leggett
25c> 37e» 5CC· 75e
prisoners
first and final account preaented for
nights.
eiaed;
No.
O. C. Churchill has sold his apples on
terra of court wete brought in to be Ira O. Swift was drawn but was excused.
tllowance by Wloalow 8. Monk, administrator.
What do you know about his taking
The cross-examination was continued
$,.oo
SILK MITTENS, very pretty, with bows,
LADIES'
deceaaed
;
Ε. H. Johnson and wife of Strickland the trees to A. C. Porbara. Mr. Perhara,
of
lato
Paria,
arraigned. Most of them pleaded not
A.
MART
GREENE,
with regard to the differ- money from the cook house?
at some
PARIS.
SOUTH
tint and final account presented for allowance CHILDREN'S MITTENS,
and
guilty, and nearly all were remanded to Perry are spending a few days with Mr. with these and the harvest from his own ence in length
15c
some
related
25c
Witness
money
missing
conditions between the cases
oy U. Hiram Heahl, executor.
two orchards, expects to have five or six
and Mrs. Freeman Parrar.
jail to await trial.
which he had oited and the explosion In when he left Ed in the cook house on
EVELINA A. JACKSON, late of Paris, de BOYS' HEWY MITTENS in brown and grey,
25c
Joe Davis, who had been indicted jointMr. and Mrs. Warren Lothrop and hundred barrels.
allowance
5th
of
for
by
the
were
first
'there
account
that
May.
tseaard;
preaented
1
There is a good crop of apples in this this case, showing
ly with Victor Losier, both of Rumford Mrs. Helen Chandler have gone to South
executor.
Walter
L.
bethe
there
him
see
Gray,
Did
night
numerous differences.
you
?
Palls, for liquor nuisance, by arrange- Paris to attend the Everett case. Mrs. locality and people are rushing to get
of Lenses
The
WILLIAM RIDI.ON, late of Sweden, deYou say you were positive that this fore the explosion?
ceaaed ; will and petition for probate thereof prement pleaded guilt/, and as, according Mary J. Pu lei fer is keeping house for them harvested.
Radcliffe
described
Witness
outside
have
been
seeing
could
not
sented by Jeaae L. Rldlon, the executor therein
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham went last explosion
to the statement of a physician, which Mrs. Lothrop.
for
named.
the building?
traveling about the grounds on the night
was fully sustained by his appearance,
P. A. Dunham of North Paris and C. Friday to Greenfield, Mass., to visit their
Radcliffe
before the explosion, when
In my opinion it could not.
ADDISON E. HKRRICR, Judge of said Court.
They
he is suffering wth incipient tuber- V. Dunham were buying apples in this daughter, Mrs. H. £. Hamilton.
near
It re·
Is a delicate
V true copy—Attest :
Could it have been under the building? tried the doors at the mill. He got
their sons in Vermont and
will
also
visit
culosis, the case was continued and he vicinity last week.
ALBERT D. PARK, Reglater.
was
it
They purchased
In my opinion it could not.
enough to Radcliffe to feel sure
was allowed to go home on his own about 2000 barrels.
expect to be away until after Thankshe.
skilled workmen at high
Why?
quires
NOTICE.
recognizance.
Cyrus Hazelton has purchased an or- giving.
Witness testified to going to West
If the exRjoeion had been under the
Mr. Charles H. Bates has made arPrank Ethridge pleaded guilty to the gan of Geo. E. Pulsifer.
The aubacriber hereby gives notice that be ί
lenses
it would have been more tip- Paris with Ed to see Dr. Packard, and X salaries to
executor of the last
building,
preof
first
the
been
aboat
tins
to
appointed
duly
in
a
case appealgo
1
The S. B. R. Club met at the home of rangements
charge of intoxication,
Mrs.
over and rolled, and not so much having a talk with Mrs. Radcliffe.
will and teaUment of
ed from the Kumford Palls Municipal Mrs. E. G. Small Thursday afternoon. November to I/ikeland, Fla., where he ped
of Chenoa, 111.,
late
MURDOCH,
about
Ed's
talked
LIVONIA
Radcliffe
devi·
insuranoe,
The
smallest
torn to pieces.
;·
F. A. SHCBTXEFF A CO.
acF. A. snVRTLEFF Λ CO.
will
be
He
winter.
ulrects.
the
law
will
the
aa
of
bonds
a
sentence
thirty Quotations were from Rev. Henry Van
spend
deceaaed, and given
Court, and received
Would you expect the outward ex- and asked me to keep the premiums
the estate
demands
as
New
against
as
far
III
Haven,
baring
Conn.,
persons
was
some
There
in
question Dyke. Current events, Mrs. Rosetta companied
jail.
she
days
ation from the proper curvature
of aald deceaaed are desired to present the aame
plosion of that building to cause the paid, and if anything happened
A lesson on the history of by Mrs. Batee, who will visit relatives
among the spectators as to why he ap- Ryerson.
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are rewould pay it back.
This Fall Weather
Housed
her husband at sheet steel in any way to return and cut
later
and
he
what
had
and
join
the
and
there,
a
fruit
was
followed
gained
Maine
case,
vegquested to make payment Immediately.
by
pealed
makes a big difference in the
On the night of the 13th, what attractman's throat?
that
CHARLES Π. PRINCE.
Oct. 15:h, 1007.
etable puzzle, also a puzzle on different Florida.
by doing it.
Witness did not care to say yes or no. ed your attention?
Albert Bowker has returned, and shot
lens. The measurements are
Most of this criminal matter was kinds of fish. The next meeting will be
I heard my horse making a noise. I
Did you see the position of the body
two deer during his hunting trip.
cleaned up Monday forenoon, and there Oct. 31.
on some clothes and
out the fresh air you were used to all summer causes headafter
the
elipped
up,
got
explosion?
rent
to
the
built
made with very sensitive inis
addition
An
being
was but little doing in the afternoon of
Mrs. W. T. Bisbee is in very poor
went down to the stable. Found the
20.
I did.
old
October
Four
weeks
but
there is no sense in tolerating it for one moment when
and
Geo.
ache,
family.
Young
that day. As the murder trial was to health. One foot and ankle is swollen occupied by
Did you see any sheet steel near hie horse all right but excited, went back to
struments and our lenses are
L. CHASE,
Mrs. Martha E. Young, widow of S. N.
can take
soft
of
you
begin Tuesday morning, the court did and the pain runs up into the knee joint,
on
a
rubbers,
the
bouse,
pair
throat?
put
Paris Hill, Me.
Young, has sold the home residenco lo
not wish to start any other case which making her very lame.
workmen of
for us
took a rifle and some cartridges and fol43
I wasn't looking for it.
Mrs.
One dark night some ladies and gen- Rev. Seth Benson of North Paris.
might run over into it, so there were
a
man whom I saw traveling
lowed
his
throat?
in
Was
there
any
will occupy the
the highest skill and scientific
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
only a few divorces and other small tlemen dressed in their Sunday best Young and daughters
around the grounds.
There was not.
the present, and Mr.
)
In the matter of
matters to occupy the time.
were crossing the field to go to JameH house up stairs for
the story,
We have made and sold the?e powders
Everett rapidly related
sheet
and relieve your agony.
of
a
Should
piece
expect
you
until
HENRY A. NILE*,
} In Bankruptcy.
After a jury had been secured for the Tuell's house when two of the party Benson does not expect to move
such satisfaction among *
have
)
Rteel to be forced by an explosion into a about as it had been told by other witand
Bankrupt.
the
fo,r
past 17 years,
murder trial on Tuesday, the special found themselves suddenly dumped to spring.
of the Dla·
and then nesses who had related it on the stand,
withdrawn
and
inan't*
throat
Clarence
Hale,
Judge
Hon.
the
to recommend them
To
hesitate
do
not
his
we
is
that
Mr. Henrv Adams
all who have tried them
visiting
sister,
S.
jurors who had beeu summoned for that the bottom of Mrs. Thurza Crockett's
trict Court of the United Statea for the District
tliruet in again?
up to the time of the explosion.
case of headache.
in
Maine :
trial but had not been empaneled were open cellar. They had stepped off the Mrs. C. Π. Lane. Mr. Adams while
of
it
was?
who
know
Did
every
you
I should not expect to have it thrust
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
a. NILES of Rumford, In the
excused tinally, and the regular jurors edge in the darkness and there they working in the corn shop at Bryant's in and withdrawn
I hadn't seen him to make certain. I
and then continue to
so he
a Box.
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
were excused until Saturday.
were floundering around amid broken Pond injured a finger quite badly
After
Radcliffe.
was
it
MAINE.
Edgar
SOUTH
PARIS,
cut.
supposed
in aald Dlatrict, respectfully represents that
In the case of Redding vs. Skillings, elass and other debris. It is fortunate had to have the nail amputated.
from the
certain
I
felt
of Sept., last paat, be waa
OP*
was
shut
14th
he
the
on
of
in,
PHARMACIES
day
to
And
THE
AT
Should
splinters
you expect
Acta of
At the meeting held last Thursday
in which a verdict of $7ϋ for the plaintiff no bones weie broken, although the fine
duly adjudged bankrupt under the he has
wood in the hole, with the explosion in- swearing that it was him.
fire
of
interest
η gross relating to Bankruptcy; that
the
in
Co
a
for
protection
motion
a
mud
evening,
with
on
ruined
was returned
clothes were nearly
Monday,
Everett stated that be stayed in the
side the building?
duly surrendered all his property and righta
for our village, it was found that a good
new trial has beeD tiled, and the case ;tnd water.
mill until the men came from Paris Hill.
of property, and haa fully compiled with all the
I should.
was manifest and it seems likely
orders of
interest
is
also
It
court.
list
of
books
to
the
law
is
the
regardThe following
just
goes
raqulrementa of aald Acta and of the
Re-direct: From the fact that you
Subsequent events of the night were
Court touching hla bankruptcy.
ed as certain that what is known legal- received by the West Sumner Library that a thousand dollars can be raised for didn't And any
in the hole in reviewed without eliciting anything of
he may be decreed
That
he
Wherefore
splinters
ρ
raya.
that purpose. The meeting adjourned
ly as a "real action" will be brought be- Association:
A second hand coal heater, in by the Court to have a full discharge from all
the ground, did it change your opinion importance.
for one month to make further arrangetween the parties to this suit, to deprovable against hla estate under said
The knife was shown to bim, and he
as to where the explosion was?
That Printer of U*tel)a. H Β. Wrliiht.
condition, suitable for sitting 1 debta
to
further
good
ments and formulate plans
Bankruptcy Acta, except such debta aa are
termine judicially the title to the disThe Tl<le« of Rarneirat, F. H. Smith.
recounted the events of finding it, when
SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.
On further consideration it did uot.
room.
by law from such discharge.
excepted
Smith.
this Tortby enterprise.
Caleb We*t, Master Diver, F. H.
puted land.
Dated this 16th day of Oct., A. D. 1907.
From any knowledge of dynamite is it he was searching with Gibbs and Howe.
Kmcreon Hough.
The
Rubble.
MlMtsalppt
been
HENRY
MERRILL.
HENRY A. NILES, Bankrupt.
The following divorces have
Do you know whose knife that was?
F. Α. βΠΓΒΤΪ,ΕΚΚ A CO.
La«lv Baltimore. Owen Wleter.
F. A. eilUIlTLEFF * CO.
possible for any man to tell what will be
Benjamin Maxim.
South Paris, Me.
granted additional to those previously The Virginian, Owen Winter.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
No, sir.
the result of an explosion in any given
43-43
noon
of
at
died
Maxim
Suu anil (lie family, Prtx tor.
Giant
Capt. Benjamin
reported:
Did you ever have it in yonr hands or
District or Maine, aa.
case?
Cape Co<i Koike. S. P. M. Greene.
Tuesday, Oct. 15, at his home in South
On thla 19tb day of Oct., A. D. 1907, on readJoseph Seam" vu. Mary Seams. Desertion.
No.
possession, before you found it on the
Veaty of the Baelna, S. P. M. Greene.
was due to the
Death
Paris.
the foregoing petition. It laHerrlck A Park.
geueral
ing
The ilelmetof Navarre, Bertha Rtmkle.
ground?
Ordered by the Court, That a bearing be bad
The K»»e of Ol I St. Louie, Mary Dillon.
breaking up of old age. Mr. Maxim was
Frost vs Florence' J. Frost.
Wlnslow A
sir.
the aame on the 8th day of Nov., A. D.
No,
upon
Tale» of Sherlock Holmea, Doyle.
DisCruel an·! abusive treatment. Custody of minor
perhaps the oldest man in town, and has
Dr. Charles Theo. Hennig of BrookEverett wae asked to give the in1907, liefore said Court at Portland, In said
Truth Dexter, Sidney McCall.
noclilMren given to the father.
active
of
most
been one of the
trict. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that
The Wool Carver of 'Lympus, M. E. Waller. certainly
lyn, a consulting chemist for twenty-five structions which be bad regarding inA. J. Stearns.
He.
In the Oxford Demobe
thereof
of
tice
published
U3
been
have
wou'd
He
his age.
years
Mr. Pratt, J. C. Lincoln.
of a German university, truders, and gave them as before stated
and
said
in
District,
years,
graduate
crat, a newspaper printed
Add!»· I. Krlght νβ. George S. Knight. Cruel
Until was called. Has been
In
Mr. Herbert Chase of Providence, R. age on the 30: h of November.
that all known creditors, and other )»ereons
consulting chemist by other witnesses.
and al>u«lve treatment Custody of minor chlland place,
a few weeks he had been on the on
Interest, may appear at the said time
the Brown mine. Was there Sunday
dreo given to the libelant.
I., led the social service in the Baptist within
Why did you fasten the door on him?
the
and show cauae, If any they bave, why
That is what our customers say who have used PEROLIX.
Wright A Wheeler.
church Sunday afternoon. Mr. Chase's street as usual.
To hold him till an officer could come.
not be granted.
following the explosion. Acquainted
prayer of aald petitioner should the Court,
Mr. Maxim was the youngest son of with
That
for twenty-five years,
business is the selling of yeast cakes.
And It Is further ordered by
William H. Noyee νβ. tl&ttle C. Noyée. De
Everett in answer to questions stated
dynamite
1-2
crédParis in 1788
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known
nertlon.
He was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Silas Maxim, who came to
lie had never noticed or examined the that he did not set off any dynamite to
Wm. Lyon·.
itera coplca of said petition and thla order, adKimball A Son.
from Massachusetts. He married Susan,
house while it was standing.
West over Sunday.
the house, did not assault or
dynamite
them at their places of residence as
destroy
to
drcsscd
Wright A Wheeler.
Harlow of BuckGeo. Packard has sold his stand, in- daughter of Nathaniel
What should you say as to the place murder Edgar Radcliffe.
stated.
Wm. L. Wardwellve. Georgle M. Wan 1 we 11.
settled on a farm in Buckfield, where the
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
took place—inside,
Everett denied the conversation which
cluding the saw mill, to Elias Johnson field, and
explosion
Cruel and abusive treatment.
the aald Court, ami toe seal thereof, at Porttwelve
of
until
where hie life was spent
the
or
underneath
of
Strickland
outside
had
testified
Radcliffe
Ferry.
Mrs.
to, advising
building?
Gray.
land, In aald District, on the 19th day of Oct.,
or fifteen years ago, when he moved to
Thurshere
dance
the
above
was
a
social
inside
did
should
that
he
not
I
There
stated
He
D. 1907.
Ed
to
A.
at
found
say
building
The following indictments
skip.
JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
Paris Hill. For the last few years he the floor.
[l. a.]
blow up the well; that he was arrested
this term, additional to those reported day evening with an oyster supper at
true copy of petition and order thereon.
A
Paris.
at
his
South
home
last in the has made
is
the
This
should
Tuell'a.
much
James
How
indicted
or
was
never
it
but
on
the
for
you
say
tried,
been
dynamite
have
last week,
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
placed
Mr. Maxim was a veteran of that couseries as the Oxford County Telephone
exploded?
docket:
though a preliminary hearing was held
was seribloodless
which
though
Thai's a hard thing to estimate.
at Norway.
Company intend to move the central flict,
George Gehagin. Search and seizure.
"AroosAsked to describe the changes in dynaoffice very soon into this building and it ous at the time, known as the
Sewell Walker. Single sale.
Mr. Swasey offered in evidence a lettook War." At the beginning of the af- mite with reference to ease of
Uorlon O. Lary. Nuisance.
can no longer be used as a dance hall.
explosion, ter which Everett bad testified he receivWilliam Bragg. Common seller, also two for
fair be was second lieutenant of a com- Dr.
have
Parrar
ami
that
Lvnn
stated
Bisbee
nitro-glycerine, ed, from Mrs. Jennie Radcliffe. It was
Hennig
Roy
single sale.
of militia artillery, and when a the essential
I>avl l I, Kennlston an<t Jesse O. Kennlston. gone to Hebron to pick apples for Prof. pany
part of dynamite, is very admitted but not read.
comthree
from
drafted
was
Cheating by false pretences.
unstable. It may be exploded in three
John Moody. They get $2.50 per day company
Was there any bard feeling between
A. M. Gordon. Cheating by fal->e pretences.
THESE ARE THE
panies for the war, he was made second ways, by heating, by detonation, and by you and Ed Radcliffe?
and boarded.
I get a small profit from the sale of the article, and you get
the
comwith
went
J.
He
Harmon,
it.
Charles
of
lieutenant
Thursday morning
No.
decompositipn.
soon
after
and
was
Mills.
but
retracted
Locke's
to
indicted for
Augusta,
larceny,
pany
With regard to exploding dynamite by
Always on friendly terms?
home before the
pleaded guilty, and on his paying the
Mr. ana Mrs. win aicv»»»" »nu ™Γ· taken ill and was sent
Yes.
dropping, Dr. Hennig stated that be had
costs the case was continued for a year, ami Mrs. McLean of Boston are stopping end of the three weeks which elapsed be- known a
to
And had you more than once let bim
quantity of nitro-glycerine
THE
GOODS.
OF
SUPERIORITY
THE
We
fore the hostilities were declared off. Οθ
and be was allowed to go.
Made in Portland
the A. H. BERRY SHOE CO.
wunoui
ieec
expiuuing; have money?
dropped sixty
ba* returned from Be later served as captain of the artillery be bad known it to be exploded by a
Y"es.
have them in Vici Kid, Patent Kid and Velour Calf.
They are
touch. If a man was sbut into tbe |
CurtU Corner and i. at work at Bryant company in Paris.
Have you seen the lock of the dynaMr. Maxim's wife died in 1869. To
the beet that can be made for $2.50.
Correct in style, perfect in
For Sale
house with a quantity of sixty mite bouse since the exDlosion?
1
dynamite
them worn horn eleven children, of whom
The V. I. S. sewing circle met with
We sell
No, sir.
per cent dynamite, he should not conare better than some that are sold for $3 00.
fit,
they
Maria Louisa, wife of sider tho
ten survive:
Mrs. Ed Walker and Mrs. Charles Nellie Abbott Wednesday afternoon.
to
be
Cross-examination bj Mr. Pbilbrook:
explosion as anything
of South Paris;
them for $2.50. Oxfords same price. Buy all of your footwear
Waterhouse of Prveburg drove over from
Has Radcliffe lived in your family?
Mrs. Diantha Edwards went to Bryant Benjamin J. Turner
surprised at. No man can be sure how
their home the lirat of the week for a 1
Henry H., of South Parie; Olban Α., of dvaamite is going to act.
He was there four months and some
here and save money.
of
Paris
Paris Hill; William Wallace
visit with Mr. and Mrs. S. Jaaon Man·
In answer to questions witness citod days, in 1905. From the first of May to
Bryant is with her
Mrs.
and Mre. Marcia B. Charles.
the explosion of a blacksmith shop of the 14th of August.
| M re. David Foster, for a few days. Mrs. Hill; Fraaklin, of South Paris;Daniel
of
Amanda M. Vining
Strong;
The report that Hon. John A. Roberts Punter is in verv poor health.
which he knew, where a large hole was
Had he lived with you at any other
had sold his farm to the Partridge LumMont of the farmers are busy picking Webster, of Buckfield; and Misses Mary torn in the ground, but there were no time?
Mass.
Mr.
North
I
and Martha, of
Cambridge,
ber Company was not correct.
traces of the board floor left in the bole.
He had, for a few days at a time.
apples and digging potatoes.
the Ranks and use PEROLIN in
g your house,
One daughter, Rose, died some years
Roberts has not and does not intend to I
If the dynamite had been exploded
Had you any-particular interest in bim
w II think
Your
Oxford.
from
dust
after
neighbor;»
or
office
maturity.
sell his farm to any one.
reaching
ago
under this dynamite bouse, it would In 1005?
factory—it prevents
Telephone 11B-8
Mr. Maxim was a member of the Paris
The annual stated meeting of Oxford l
those who are already in the Ranks.
Mr Joseph Parrott and family of
have torn a bole down to the
more of you for using it,
No.
probably
Hill Universalist church, and a regular solid ledge, some distance below the
Chapter, No. 29, was held on Wednesday I Florid..*, ri.ltlng their reUtlve.
Nor in his family?
ΑΑΑΑΑΑΑΑΑΑΑΛΑ^
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W. R. Karris is very low and can live attendant during his residence at that surface. Tbe building might have been
evening, Oct. 16th. Work and
No.
The election of officers resulted as folplace, as well as a frequent visitor to >orn to pieces as it was.
What were you paying him?
wi
lows:
wl.ll. P.1.HDÎ Dr. the meetings of the state conventions
Witness stated that from the evidences I
Twenty dollars a month.
and county associations of that denomi- he should
.
could
tbe
Hlxb Prleet—L. L. Power».
!
Radcliffe
to
that
he
took
said
that
Everett
dynamite
say
King—C. K. McArJte.
CALL AND
receiving serious injuries. His «on Del- nation, and was a very earnest Univer- not have been exploded by a cap and I West Paris to see Dr. Paokard on the
Scribe—H. P. Jones.
bert also fell and was bruised and shaken salist.
14th of August. He had taken bim to
fuse, because he himself found
Treasurer— E. F. Smith.
| but not seriously hurt. The accident
The funeral was held at 1 p. u. Thurs- exploded dynamite in the hole, which the doctor
previous to that, in July. At
d. ».».
Rev. J. H. would not have beeu the case if a
was caused by a rope on a pulley beconi- day, and was atteuded by
cap that time he had been ailing about a
Walker ami C. H. Adam*.
Little.
10
bad been used.
week.
Mrs. Justis I. Millett is very sick at
SHU man little son of Herbert and
Tbe fuses were shown to Dr. Ilennig, I
Yon were lending him money?
I
her home on Cottage and Pearl
Mann-Newell.
and he expressed the opinion that they
A little.
Mrs. Sarah S. Marston is the nurse with
there
at
3
o'clock
afternoon
to
tbe
had
been
after a lone and painful illness, aged 14
And
Tuesday
atmosphere
exposed
paying his insurance premiums?
Mrs. Millett
was a quiet wedding at the home of Mr. for several months.
™
Yes.
iD|
John Haves, for some time at Poland
conference and Mrs. J, D. Hay nee at South Paris,
Dr. Hennig on
Cross-examination:
The
Were you at that time in debt to peoSpring, returned to his Norway homel wad held here Oct. 15-10·
I when Mrs. Haynes1 niece, Miss Maud J. iuquiry gave the composition of
ple about here?
and fabnew
this week. He has been employed as
Newell of Paris Hill, was united in mar- mite.
I was some.
cook by the Bickers.
Bryant's Poni·
with Mr. Harrington S. Mann of
that are
What degree of heat, applied directly,
rics.
Clothes
to the 14th of August, bat) you
riage
Up
The crowd of young fellows who nave I
Kdwin R. Perham of Somerville, Mass., Norway. Ouly the immediate members is necessary to explode dynamite?
nade any attempt to collect of bim what
in every detail. Clothes that
enjoyed life at Camp Com us on Tuesday U, visiting bis father, Kilbon Perham.
of the two families were present. The
It depends upon conditions.
îe owed you?
evening passed a most pleasant time at I James York of Portland was in town ceremony was impressively performed
will fît as a suit should and
Could it be fired by a match?
sir.
No,
I
supper followed by a social time.
It might, if the dynamite was crystal·I
When Radcliffe assigned the $1000
by Rev. J. H. Little. The bride wore
We've all
continue to fit.
H. I
John
Norway's confectioner,
F T. Faulkner of Turner and white muslin, and her going away gown lized by freezing, decomposition
how mncb did he owe you?
jolicy,
Ο
I
on
the
of
a
the
owner
is
Fletcher,
ledge
fill your
at
A.
can
the
and
After
of
were
Uwiston
broadcloth.
of
Faulkner
was
dollars.
to
sun.
Couldn't
tell.
green
Osgood
grades
posure
Perhaps fifty
|
G. Turner place at Bucktield that yields I
The witness was asked about whatl
M. Chase's over Sunday.
Everett bad no recollection of making
ceremony, the couple left for a carriage
needs.
Let us show you
some very tine specimens of green, blueI
The labeling job at the corn ^oP^as drive of a few days to Sninaer, blissfully was required to explode dynamite under my suggestion to any one regarding the
Perien Dudley isl
and white beryls.
the Fall
unconscious of a pair of old shoes whicn certain conditions, and in all cases an- ipplication for either insurance policy.
finished Oct. 15, and the com will
working the claim with very good sue
Your pleasant relations continued to
dangled from the carriage. After their swered that it depended upon tbe conViVve a lot of other things
The gems are sent to New York I
cess.
»d E. J. M.nn Wt roturn they will reside at Norway, dition of the dynamite. This part of he time of his death?
where they are finished.
men
that
wear, that are
lor . two week.' baatlog where Mr. Mann is employed. Mrs the examination was technical.
;
Yes.
Mrs. Ε. T. Wetzler has gone to Portat Β Hill in Upton.
Mann is the daughter of Leslie £. Newell
Did you continue to lend him money?
trip
worth
having, too. You
land where she will make her home with
MAINE.
J A. Titus and Walter Gordon werel of Paris Hill, and his been engaged in
Yes.
this
her daughter during the winter.
know that
The
best
some
to
for
of
it Grafton this week after deer.
son
indebtedness
In May, 1907, had his
(
Forrie W. Everett of Parle,
years.
teaching
Walter W. Dinsinore's funeral was
Ε J. Thompson is building a store- wishes of many friends go with them.
Wallace Everett, testified:
rou increased?
for
is
store
with
his
home
held at his late
parents, room 32x20, connecting It with
Rave you been to tho mine since the
Yes.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. M. Dinsmore, on
quality.
how
it
Everett
tell
couldn't
was,
large
explosion?
Pleasant Street. Some months ago bel
Judkins has hie cider mill in The Wallace G. Everett Trial.
1 have.
mt it didn't exceed the 91000 policy.
was taken to the insane asylum at Au-1
There
at North Woodstock.
on the
all
the
What
did
Had
operation
up?
premiums
you
gather
paid
you
from
(Continued
page 3.)
gusta where he pas*ed away. Rev. S. I we plenty of apples this year for cider
Some pieces of iron.
1*2500 policy?
G. Davis attended the fuueral.
of the explosion, before these pieces of
|
Where did you find it?
I paid all that was evor paid.
Selden C. Foster is having hie build I
to
Albert L. Bowker and wife with iron had been picked up on Tuesday.
answer
in
Most of it was west of the bole.
Everett
stated
ARE THE
i
iugs on Pike Hill painted.
Asked about the disposition of Mr.
J. Bowker of Wakofleld, returned
I
it
south?
find
of
on
the
that be expected Ed to work
Did
some
Percy
you
luestlons
The ladies of the Veranda Club are to I
taken
from
from South Arm Saturday with two Everett1· personal belongings
Yes.
lome time and pay bim what be owed,
the cook houee after Mr. Everett's arrest,
give a supper and promenade at G. A.l
Did your father some years ago bave ft dr. Pbilbrook questioned him quite
>ne Price Clothier,
R Hall one eveniug each month during I
Mr. Parrar stated that he had no knowl- severe sickness?
L. Heath returned to
ilosely about why be was keeping these
tlie season. Proceeds to be used in the where he is engaged in the real estate edge of an account book being taken.
He did.
>remiums paid, but Everett bela to bis
erection of a building for the society.
Maine.
business Tuesday.
And since that time has he taken in-1 ta te ment that it was only a friendly
Copyright ι
George H. Bennett has painted the
WE SELL.
Hart Schaffner
nterest and to secure what he had alto the stand. toxicating liquor as a medicine?
was
called
Batcheller
Mr.
Oxford Bear engine in a tiret-clase manNorth Waterford.
lie has.
eady put in.
He was shown one of the padlocks taken
ner.
The old tub come· from the shop
from
the
introduced
Witness testified that he had brought
A letter was
Mrs Harry Brown is ou the sick· '·>*. from the cook house, and asked where it
of Mr. Bennett looking as gay as it did
John Willis is helping Frank Charles was used, but could not state from Its whiskey to bis father in the jail, as a
Squitable to Everett dated June 10,
when first commissioned. Mr. Bennett I
small
in
it
His
father
took
at South
907, announcing the restoration <>f the
pick his apples. They have been at external appearanoe. One lock of that medicine.
evidently understands his business.
Everett
jolicy which had elapsed.
type was furnished for the cook house. doxee.
H. L. Winchester, wife and son, of
letter.
this
No
cross-examination.
from
and
brother
to
The other two padlocks in the case
If you received notice
acknowledged receiving
lady
your old box, send us your
Manchester, Mass., are the guests of I
How often did you receive visits from
here visiting him. were shown him, and he had no knowlMre. Manchester's mother, Mrs. Clara A. I Sew Hampshire are
so as to meet requirements before the 60 days
order
NOW
iadcliffe at the cook house?
Fred Littlefleld and family have moved edge of one, and no positive information
Hayden.
Not more than three or four times.
Wallace O. Everett, the respondent,
in Albany.
have
Samples of the boxes may be seen at the
regarding the other. Was not sure
Mr. and Mrs. George Devine have re-1 to Four Corner·
What time of day did he come?
Mrs. Annie Hazelton stayed Saturday whether he had seen it before the trial. took tbe stand and was sworn. He
turned from their wedding trip and have
office.
Democrat
in
the
He most always come
mother s, M re. Parrls If ho had seen it, it was on the store- peared cool and collected.
evening.
taken up their residence on Beal Street, I aod Sunday at her
Mr. Pbilbrook drew out the fact that
I am &0 years old. Have been a farm1
house that was broken into. The buildMr. Devine's old home.
some
a
stole
of
mile
Radcliffe
in
about
his
three-quarters
May 5th, 1907,
Lebroke is stopping at
ing is not now in use and there is no use er, living
Mrs. Lester Cowan is with her mother,
from Paris Hill.
noney from Everett at the cook honse,
[laughter's, Mrs. Lizzie Jewett s, at for a lock.
Mre. B. F. Bradbury.
bat Everett had later charged bim with
How long had you Ipen acqnalnted
4047
How long have you been in the minC. N. Tubbs and wife are in Boston I
bad finally broken
t and Radcliffe
with Edgar Radcliffe?
Knight, Hattle Knight and ing business?
this week.
PhilMr.
admitted
it.
was
small
and
he
a
lown
Since
Yet,
the
at
Watson
boy.
Francis
Thirteen yean.
day
spent
While at play on a trapeze with other
rook says, fifteen days later you were
Did he work for you in 1905?
How long have you been acquainted
lads, Gerald Smith injured hi* right leg, I
He did.
her
1.
with
laying bis insurance premiums, were
tleitiDg
high explosives?
requiring the service· of a physician.
OU?
Was he working there when be bad
A little longer.
Clara Ellis of Belmont, Mas·., will I
Everett said be was.
1· "till »t bi· mother'»,
Have you had experience in the re- his life insured?
take up the work in the schools formerly
Did you treat Radcliffe at any of bit
He was.
sults of blowing up a dynamite house?
done so pleasautly and successfully by Mrs. A. B. Washburn's.
You will soon need and I have some to sell at a
the
he
stated
that
laite?
Witness
pre-1
paid
I have.
Miss Ellis I The show company that P·*?*1 her.®
Iva Mc ι rdle of South Paris.
Ed
because
on
the
miums
No.
$1000
direct from the factory and my
withMre.
Parrls
a
floor?
policy
Was it constructed with
bargain. I
is a graduate ef the New England Con- Saturday night stopped
didn't have any money to pay them.
Qive bim anything to eat or drink?
It was, a stone floor laid in mortar.
so large you can surely find the right size
stock
is
|
eervmtory and is well qualified to teach I Paige.
No.
The policy was assigned to Everett to
What was the result?
music and drawing.
Hebron.
before
in
and
of the 12th of June, what
On
the
Call
secure him fur the premiums which be
in
was
was
but
nigbt
get
my
The
to,
any
objected
question
Tickets for reserved seats for the I
(
ime did yon see Radcliffe?
The football game here Saturday be- admitted, and the witness stated that the advanced.
school entertainment Thursday evening,
you buy.
Between 10 and 11 o'clook.
Did yon know anything about this
and Hebron scored building wis completely destroyed, and
tween
2d,
Bowdoin,
the
at
on
sale
will
be
Oct 31st,
Opera
How near did yon get to bim?
of Hebron.
the flooring waa not to be found, any other policy?
House Saturday evening, Oct. 2t»h, at ίβ to 0 in favor
Everett illustrated on the
Not till after he took it oat.
I The Ladies' Circle met Tuesday after- portion of it.
7:30 o'clock. Course tickets $150.
1
In regard to tbe 12500 policy, Everett
with Mrs. Henry Merrill.
Why didn't you report bim the next
The witness also stated the result· of
Rev. E. S. Cotton's sermons at the noon
Mr. and Mr». Robert Y. D®Wolf®
lay?
the explosion of a car of dynamite, which stated that it was assigned to him, and
will
b«
sermons,
church,
ΟΙ ΜλΙπ flit.· Norway, Maine.
evening
Baptist
I
done no mischief.
He hadn't
hold their wedding reception Friday completely destroyed the car, and made he was to keep the premiums paid ap so
as follows:
I
be
if
have
ooald
have
that
Ed's
mother
houldn't
home
of
the
the
at
something.
of
thta
week
anybody
in
reported
hole
the
a
—
evening
ground.
large
iw 27 what 1· a Man? Pialm 8:4.
Mr. Swasey showed Everett a letter,
adn't done any mischief.
Have you seen mon who have been
Nov. S—Troth! Can a man He?
It.
He
the
events
received
took
him
if
he
than
uked
and
Mr. Phllbrook'then
Nov. 10-Purt»y! Ignorance U better
hlown up?
up
Wisdom. Hab. 1:13
■aid he did.
f the night of the 13tb, ana went over
been on a short tour to Connecticut and
I have.
Nov.17—Marris·. Their
I
mine?
at
the
Everett's
work
Mr.
to
j
did
When
bem
at
Rumford
will
their
home
soon go to
you go
by step.
step
Have you seen a man who has been
Nov. it-The Crowning Mark, Bev. 3 X..
nswera to the numerous and
rapid
May 7, 1006.
blown up, who had no wounds?
A crew ia at work putting in a "tone
Did you work there continuously
uestions were very ready and prompt
annual harveefc home festival will
Nothing but surface gashes.
foundation for Dr. Thompson s boat
til you were arretted?
s a rale.
be held here Friday, Oct. 25th
What was the effect of the shock?
house at the outlet of Pennesseewassee
Yes.
In the midst of the cros»exam(nation
Mre. Judge Bonney Is visiting in the
The man died about two hours later.
The
are favorable to the knitting habit
What were y oar duties?
ourt adjourned for Saturday night. , tall· (or oompetent office help, and oould supply only six, owing to the fact that
Tou were acquainted with the man?
A large crew at the H. F. Webb
duties. Watchman, cook, and I [onday morning Everett's cross-exami- ( rar
Various
value of onr coarse of atady
still
on with a
of
the
is
a
Chinaman.
Is
better
waa
He
going
picking
are
all
proof
graduate·
placed.
plant of about twenty men and women
scarcity of help. Men, women and | From your knowledge of thia explo- part of the time I kept tbe mill fired αρ. I ation wa· resumed.
88-44
eo
oar 48 page 1907 catalog.
are labeling the sweet corn, something 1
Were yoa to remain on the grounds? 1 The case will probably go to the jury.1 leededf 8end for
The weather is lion, should you «ay the exploaion ocare at work.
A
for
cans
like 600,000
shipment.
large | rerv favorable and
Yes.
coaome
time
in
Tuesday.
surred inside or outaide?
good
apple·
will be canned
of
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(Continued from page 1.)
What wu the condition of the gro\jn< I
I immediately around the bole?
It was raised a little, and clear ο [
Hall
of
Bucktield
wh
Mrs. Arthur
wreckage, for a little diatance.
Hall's
N.
R.
at
Saturday.
guest
I Did you see the stove?
I did.
W L. Libby baa begun on the ere*.
Where was It?
tiuti of his stable on Peering Street.
Over against the wall.
The Ladies of the G. A. R. will have :
What was inside it?
special meeting Saturday evening, Oct I Excelsior^ and I think two and a hal r
2»ith.
stick· of dynamite.
What other dynamite did you se< ,
Grover Brown is at home from th j
I'niversit.v of Maine on account of ill I around the hole?
I picked up half a stick of dynamit< ,
•jess.
eight or ten feet southwest of the hole
Mrs. Alice Thayer was called to Massa
Did you see a clasp at the inqueet?
chusetts Saturday by the death of ai I
I did.
aunt
Had you seen it before?
1 picked it up at the hill.
The Universalist Sunday School had ι ι1
Where?
very enjoyable sociable last Thursday rl
A little northeast of the hole, ten οι
evening.
twelve feet.
Wirt Stanley was with a party whi
The round iron which had been Idare at Camp Cinnamon for a few dayi
troduced was shown to the witness, anc
last week.
I he said he picked it up at the hill.
What statement did Mr. Everett make
Mrs. P. E. Hathaway has returnee
from Waterville, where she has beei II about it?
That it was one he used in making up
through the summer.

SOUTHPABIS.

■

■

J. Murphy is visiting het
daughter, Mrs. W. E. Penley. in Green
a
wood for few days.
Mrs. J.

Professor S. J. Case of Bates College
the Congre

occupied the pulpit at
national church Sunday.

Mrs. F. X. Wright and Mrs. Wirl
^raniey spent a few days last week in a
arriage drive to Lewiston.
Mrs. George M. Giles spent the past
week in Waterville and atteuded th«
state Sunday School convention.

Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., has accepted
invitation to visit Pennesseewassee
Lodge at Norway, Thursday, Oct 24, and
c >nfer the rank of Knight.
an

Albeit Thorne and Mrs. Eunice V.
married at the town
were
clerk's office Tuesday afternoon. Miss
Margaret A. Baker performing the cere-

Caswell

dynamite cartridges.

Asked about what parts of the body
and clothing they picked up Friday
morning, the witness stated that they
I picked up shreds of tieah and pieces of
shoe, hat, &c., northeast of the hole.
Did you search the ground in all
I directions?
I did, for some distance.
Did you see any blood on the ground?
I 1 did, south of the hole.
The situation of the blood spots was
I described, and the surroundings of the
I hole were stated in detail, the location
lof the blood spots being asked about
I very particularly by the county attorney,
ι
Did you see any other metal than the
I clasp and the bar?
Corrugated iron, the stove, and a
I piece of stove damper.
The piece of damper was introduced
I as one of the state's exhibits.
Showing witness the knife which was
! in the case, Mr. Barnes asked Mr. MerI riil if he had seen it before. He said he

Everett.

Did you βββ Mr. Everett

got foi

Te·.

Asked to deaerlba It, the wltneas sale

frequently?

that the ailla were near the

ground 01

one aide and ten or twelve inohea above
Quite frequently.
Did be ever tell you that Ed Radcliffe It on the other; there wu η ahelf In il ;

about the height of the witness' hipa.
Have you ever exploded dynamite 01
the anrface of the ground?

there the night before?
I think he told me so once.
When vu that?
I think it wu Saturday before he came
after the look Wednesday.
Questions developed the fact that witness had frequently heard Everett speak
of Radoliffe.
What did he say about him?
That Ed was coming over to do him
«u

atick.
Yea,
How deep » hole did it make?

>

one

Three or four inohea.
Witneaa atated that he took a shovel
to the hole in the ground and dug th< I
earth over for the coroner'· jury. He
found no wood or aplintera in the earth
After Everett returned from the Hill
up.
When did he say that?
that afternoon, I went up with Everett
to the hole in the ground where he aaid
Quite often, through the winter.
On cross-examination witness said that he was going to look for Ed's foot.
he had never seen the dynamite house
Did you hear Everett relate the ocsince he delivered the lock, and did not currences of the night before?
know whether Everett put it on the
I can't remember that I did.
house or not.
Did Mr. Everett show you where the

Mid that If Ed gave him away on this,
Ed or hi· folk· would by G— d— sorry.
On crosa-examination Mr. 8waaey went
Into tbe matter of the well buainea, and
witness stated that Everett was arrested

the same night of tbia conversation for
blowing np a well. He wasn't a witness,
and didn't know anything about the
trial; didn't know that Everett waaac·
was a witness:
or that Ed
Idn't know that people thought Ed
blew up the well.

Îuitted,

_

Radcliffe waa recalled to tbe
stand by Mr. Swaaey and shown a letter,
which he aaked her if she wrote. She
Mrs.

waa

pretty positive that ahe didn't. She

writing it. She
oouldn't tell who "Jennie Radcliffe"
didn't
was,

remember

whose name was

letter.

signed

to

the

of the akin from Edgar Radcliffe's
throat showing the cut, which he -took
from a jar of liquid, and Dr. Bradbury
identified it.
Did you examine the internal organs?
Yea. There waa no injury to the brain.
The lungs were congested, and filled
with a frothy aerum.
From your examination, what did the
boy die of?
Suffocation.
What did you do with the stomach?
Removed it.
What did you see in it?
Pieces of potato, pieces of apple,
freshly eaten.
Would the inCross-examination:
juries to the body and limbs have been
fatal?
Not necessarily, that is, not immedi-

ately.

Is your name Mary J. Radcliffe?
Should you expect to find
My full name is Mary Jane Radcliffe. alive in an hour and a half?
Have you been known as Jennie RadI

body lay?

might.

did.

He
Norway testified :
At thia point court
the Brown mine in
hired to do black- Thursday night.

were going to hare a hell of a
time.
Croes-examiDation: Then thia converaation waa in a facetious vein?
In one senae it waa, and in another it
wasn't.
Yon know Mr. Scott Colby?
Yea.

The conntj attorney here introduced » Colby

piece

BLUE STORKS.

WINTER OVERCOATS.

What abont his drinking habits?
I don't know. I guess he would take

We have been calling your attention lately to
Fall and Winter Suits, Top Coats and Rain
Coats, but now the nights and some occasional days

drink it yon offered it to him.
Is he a man who goes on a hell of a
time?
The question waa excluded.

a

our

tell

On Friday were you up by the little
insurance for the Mutual Benefit of
dynamite house with Howe and Everett? -Newark, N. J. I got an application for
I was.
a 11000 twenty year endowment policy
For what were you searching?
from Ed Radcliffe. An insurance policy
For the foot.
I rewas delivered to Radcliffe by me.
Did you find any?
ceived the first premium, something
No.

We returned from work on the Paris
Hill water works to the mine Monday
before the explosion.
Did you do blasting after your return?
Yes.
Did you have occasion to ask Everett
for dynamite?
I did.
Following the attorney's questions, the
witness stated that on Wednesday or
Thursday the week of the explosion, be
called for three sticks of 60 per cent
dynamite, and Everett said he would
bave to go to the big dynamite house
for it, because be dian't have it at the
other, and he went to the big dynamite
house for it
When he delivered the dynamite to
you, at the crystal cut, did he carry any
down with him?
Not to my knowledge.
Witness further stated that they were
exploding at that time by electric primers and a battery.
They used the battery Thursday afternoon, and left it
there.
How soon after the explosion did you
see Mr. Everett?
The next morning.
Did he tell about the occurrence of the
night before?
Yes, after the coroner's jury had gone.
In answer to questions, witness stated
that Everett had several times told bim
that Radcliffe had been at the mine
property the night before—three or four
times.
Did be ever tell you that Ed ever came
there for anything besides supper?
He said once that Ed was there the
night before, and wanted some money.
Has he told you about seeing a man
on the property the night before the ex-

Find fragmenta of the hat?
Yes.
Where were you aearching?
Most of the time it was west

Did you

see

blood stains?

Yes—more than two.
Witness couldn't tell how far from the
hole tbey were—perhaps the farthest
one was 17 or 18 feet.
Everett showed the witness where the
body lay. As witness remembered it,
Everett said that the hipa lay in the
farthest pool of blood.
Did he saythe body moved?
Yes.
How?
He said it lay on its elbow, and kind
of rose up and groaned or gasped.
Witness was present when the stakes
were driven by Howe, and described the
location.
Saw Everett pick up the knife. I was
three or four feet from him. I first saw
the eagle.
How long after that before you saw
the knife?
A second or two.
Who picked it up?
Everett.
Did you see it before he picked it up?
Yes.
In what condition was it?
blade was open, and the knife
The

terial might not have made such a cut as
that in the neck. Dr. Bradbury replied
The edge of the
that it would not.
wound would bave been rough.

Dr. J. 0. Littlefield of South Paris
912. Could not say at whose bands. testified to going to the mine the night
Perother
Later received
premiums.
of the explosion. Dan Winslow notified
haps Wallace Everett paid me a part of me.
over

it.

I wont with Mr.

Wheeler,

the coroner.

What month did you receive the first There were others there. The boy was
premium?
dead, lying on his right side—and the
I should say in July.
doctor described bis position.
How long did yon receive premiums
Did you bear Everett make any stateon this policy?
ment relative to what had happened that
I should say two or three quarters.
night?
Was the beneficiary changed?
Dr. Littlefield related Everett's story
It was.

Who

was

the beneficiary?

The question was excluded.
No cross-examination.

told before. Everett there stated that
he thought it was Radcliffe whom he
had shut in.
Dr. Littlefield also stated that be assisted in the autopsy, but was not questioned about it.
On cross-examination Mr. Swasey asked if the appearances were that Radcliffe
The
had struggled and rolled over.
doctor could not say so. He was further
questioned about the blood spots and
the situation of the body.
Tou assisted at the autopsy?
Yes.
Would such injuries as the shock and
the injuries to the lower limbs, be fatal?
Not necessarily immediately.
Wouldn't he be likely to struggle in
his sufferings, and thrash about some?
He would.
as

heavy

a

outer

garment.

New

a

Overcoat Soon.

We

because it's

want to sell you

and we have

large complete

a

our

business

assortment at both our

•tores.

cllffe?
Mr. Swasey questioned Dr. Bradbury
Leroy P. Everett of Weat Parie testiadjourned foi
I have sometimes been called Jennie as to how the assailant must have stood fied that Ed Radcliffe waa at hia house
I began work on
·
Radoliffe.
witness* brother, Wallace
the
June, 190β. I was
to make the wound in the throat. Dr. with
smithing, but have done blasting and
did not wish to state.
Everett, in Auguat, 1906. Ed waa sick.
Bradbury
other work. Have boarded in the cook
Mr. Swasey produced a fragment of They came from the direction of West
Friday morning the examination oi
C.Guy Buck of South Paris testified:
Gibbs was resumed:
and remained about two hours.
camp, with Wallace Everett.
In tbe spring of 1905 I was soliciting corrugated iron, and asked if such ma- Paris,
Charles Â. Howe of

the need of

us

You'll Need

Henry Tuttle of Norway testified that
he waa stopping with hia father, H. D.
Tuttle, last spring. He heard Ed Radcliffe make the same statement to which
the elder Tuttle had juat testified.
Cross-examination waa devoted to
showing that the converaation originated
the man in
a joking remark.

Mostly Dark Oxfords and Blacks
are

the colors to be

although

worn

brown effects

there

are

a

few

Ed went to bed while he waa there.
Coats cut 44 to 46 inches long are the correct
At any time did Ed make any statea
well?
about
ment to you
dynamiting
style this year but we have some coats 50 inches long
He did, in May, 1006, at my place.
for the man who will only have a long coat.
What did he say?
He says, "Wallace didn't blow up the
well. I know who done it." He said
Edwards and Cammings offered him $25
a large range
to testify that Everett did it, but he but if
you do not feel able to afford as good a one, we have
wouldn't take it.
of
of
mine
the
at
to
testified
Witness
being
about two weeks after the explosion.
to
He saw one stake, also two stones near
it.
FN'T AN EARLY SELECTION FROM AN UNBROKEN
Could you discover any blood spots?
STOCK WORTH SOMETHING TO YOU? THEN COME NOW.
At that time they didn't show so
much. I was there the Sunday before,
and saw them then.
Witness testified as to the distances of
the several blood spots which he measured.
Did you see any blood on the stones South
uear where his head lay?
I did.
Did you pick up some of the wreckage?
I did.
Who was with you?
Forrie Everett.
Did you see any fuse?
No.
Did you see the piece of the door with
the hinges?
I think I did, Sunday.
was the
When
Cross-examination:
well explosion?
I couldn't tell exactly.
A cordial invitation is extended to all wish;ng to see fall
Before Ed spoke to you about it?
before.
a
Abo at year
millinery. I shall be assisted by Miss Alice P. Day and
Had your brother been arrested for
Mrs. F. E. Drake.
blowing up the well?
He had.
Did Ed volunteer this remark?
Yes.
When was it that you saw these blood
Successor to Mrs. E. A. Howe,

to $18 for

Ought to Pay $15

You

prices

Coat

a

$18.

Up

F. H. NOYES CO.

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

Paris,

At this time a legal wrangle began
the insurance policy in question,
for which a demand had been made by
At the Universalist church next Sun- I had not.
the state's attorneys on Mr. Swaeey, but
he bad not produced it. After considerday the inorniug service will be omitted.
You didn't see it on the ground, near
The Sunday School, Junior Union meet- I this
able backing and filling by counsel,
of the damper?
eagle
ing. and Union meeting in the evening,
Charles F. Dunlap of Portland, general
No.
will be held as usual.
I You searched the vicinity thoroughly?
agent of the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co., was called to the stand, and
I did.
A sociable is to be given at the ConAfter completing your search at the
through his testimony the policy was
gregational church Thursday evening,
finally identified and produced. It was
Admission five cents. Each I hill, where did you go?
Oct. 24.
a twenty-year endowment policy forto the Hubbard House for the
Back
of
a
box
to
is
bring
candy
requested
lady
91000, dated May 8, 1905, and was in
I formal hearing.
t, he auctioned off to the young men.
force at the time of Mr. Radcliffe's
Did you at any time hear Mr. Everett
Mrs. Philbrook, wife of the Assistant I
shut into
death. In the original policy Radcliffe
say whom he supposed he had
bimself was tbe beneficiary, but an
Attorney General, who is assisting I he building?
County Attorney Barnes in the Everett
assignment of tbe policy was made in
At the inquest he said that he supProfessor F. C. Robinson, professor of
big
husband
her
murder trial, accompanied
was quite bloody.
July, 1905, to Wallace G. Everett.
I posed it was Edgar Kadcliffe.
chemistry in Bowdoin College, testified:
Mrs.
her
was
of
the
Mr.
Willie,
aunt,
and is the guest
A letter received by
Dunlap
The answer was objected to, but
Did he say he and Kadcliffe were on
He was shown the knife, and stated
un Park Street.
witness stated that he should call jt introduced and read, as follows:
that he received the knife and a pail from
I friendly terms?
'07.
was
Me
June
answer
the
17,
blood on the knife, and
Pakis,
,
He said they were, so far as he knew. plosion?
Sheriff Hubbard on the 17th of June.
Rev. A. K. Baldwin was at South
Kadcliffe had
C. F. Dunlap,
He has.
admitted by the court.
There was blood on the knife which I de- spots?
Paris last week, moving his household I How recently did he say
he
Me.
knife
MAINE.
the
it
who
was?
Portland,
When Wallace picked up
Did he say
Witness referred to a memorandum,
termined to be human blood.
SOUTH PARIS,
goods from the Congregational parson- I been on the mine property?
dotd.
is
Radcliffe
It
before.
L.
knife
three
or
this
see
Dear
two
Ed.
never
said
it
was
"I
some
He
Sir:—Edgar
and replied that it was June 28th. Said
said,
What did the stomach contain?
As I remember it,
He and hie family
age to Brunswick.
Witness told of Everett telling him must bo Ed's." He suggested looking His death was caused by breaking and
It contained digested material, alcohol, that things were in practically the same
wdl go to housekeeping there, and he weeks.
entering dynamite house on Crocker embalming fluid, undigested food, piecee condition as before.
Do you remember Everett's stating about going home with Ed one night for Ed's wallet.
will enter the Maine Medical School to
At any time since the explosion, did Hill, Maine, some way by discharging of apple, pieces of potato,
when Ed was intoxicated and "wanted to
I how much dynamite was in the house?
take the course.
pieces of pork. What did you carry away? of a builda the
What we call tin, covering
dynamite.
I think he said three and a half sticks fight with some of the Bucks."
Was the embalming fluid similar to
you hear Everett speak of shutting
this
The Seneca Club meets
Monday I of 1 jw grade dynamite in the stove, and
Who does the insurance belong to, to the sample furnished you by Miss ing.
Mr. Howe, have you ever
bought man into the house?
The
A.
ShurtlefT.
not
belong Thayer?
evening with Mrs. F.
I have, but I can't remember what he me or his folks? If it does
I six sticks of high grade on the shelf.
whiskey of Everett?
to me, you pay me what 1 have paid on
said about it.
Yes. sir.
programme will b· current events by
When you first examined the body,
Yes.
c
Mr. Wheeler, the coroner, was called,
me
Let
the club membors, a half-hour with I did
send
:
will
and
I
it
Where?
Cross-examination
you policy.
Âeked to describe the piecee of potato
you see blood ou the neck?
and asked if the clasp, the round iron,
Stoddard; essay, Maine, the Nation's
now?
at
once.
from
are
hear
What
At the mine.
you
A little, not much
and apple, ho et&ted that in his opinion and
you doing
one of the padlocks, were present at
Yours Truly,
More than once?
Playground: a, Lakes and Woods, Mrs.
I am going to work for Archie Curtis.
Was the collar bloody?
they bad not been in the stomach more the inquest. He stated that the clasp
Evebett.
Wheeler. An enjoyable evening anticimine?
W.
G.
the
leave
sir.
did
When
ceased.
than an hour before digestion
A little.
Yes,
you
and the iron were there. He did not reAbout a month ago.
Where did you go to work Friday
pated.
Cross-examined: In your experience
Cross-examined, Professor Robinson member that there was a lock.
mine?
the
at
business
had
never
was
What
on
have
the
blood
any
described
I
with
and
will
your
located
morning?
spots
dynamite, you
A number of South Paris people
Arthur G. Eaton of Portland testified:
The clasp and the iron were left on
in a buildI had charge of the blasting and drillOn the crystal cut.
Was engag- the knife, locating them pretty well over the mantel at the Hubbard nouse.
attend the Universalist Générai Conven- I experience with its exploding
Business, life insurance.
house?
little
the
Go
of
it.
surface
dynamite
the
the
to
by
ing.
23d
ing?
from
the
!
ention in Philadelphia
ed in that business in August, 1905,
Mr. Hubbard was asked if he saw
Witness was asked about the fact of
Yes.
On re-direct Professor Robinson stated
loth of October. Those who are now I I have not.
as a solicitor for the Equitable
but did not remember.
strict account of the dynamite gaged
be able to anticiDid you ever see it locked?
to about them,
wouldn't
alcohol
And
J.
U.
he
extracted
Mrs.
that
and
keeping
Rev.
are
equal
to
you
go
planning
Life.
Υ Θ8.
that
Also
of
an
ounce
half
kept at the several places at the mine,
whiskey.
that
two
Little. Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park, pate any results?
policies
Witness testified
Witness stated that a lock shown him and stated that he had to keep an acJailer Farrar was called, and stated
alcohol taken into the stomach passes
Mrs. Helen M. Child, and M.-e. S. E. I Not positively.
were issued to Edgar L. Radcliffe, one
that he was at the mine the day the jury
How carefully did you examine the was similar to the one on the bouse, count of the dynamite he himself used. for
The' very rapidly into the circulation.
for
91000.
other
Tucker.
the
and
92500
for
Everett
fuee
for
and
be
bad
made
the
that
that
making
also
Also
staples
caps
I premise) for padlock, «Sc.?
After Professor Robinson's testimony, took the view. Mr. Swasey produced
91000 policy issued first, was payable to
The Euterpean Club held its first
to use on the house, one four and one up a day's supply of dynamite were kept
a few minutes, the two pointed pieces of scrap corrugated
Well, pretty carefully.
Wallace G. Everett, and tbe attention of which occupied only
house.
there
meeting of the season with Mrs. Cora
board
little
of
inches
in
the
five
a
see
dynamite
Didn't you
piece
long.
a state rested its case, but Mr. Swasey re- iron, which Mr. Farrar said were picked
Radcliffe
to
callod
was
by
solicitor
the
S.
Brigg··, president of the club, last with a hinge on it?
Everett told us about the occurrences
The interior arrangement of the little
H. Colby and asked him up that day south of the hole in the
letter from Everett. This policy was re- called Charles
He ground.
Monday afternoon. The opera studied
of the night before about noon.
was.
I did not.
dynamite house was described.
no premiums hav- if he knew whose knife this
and
turned
canceled,
the
half
of
first
the
was II Trovatore,
Witness then related Everett's story of
Witness stated that he had never seen
He did not remember seeing the board
If dynamite was exploded on the
Another policy was said it was Ed Radcliffe's.
on it.
been
while
paid
ing
to
devoted
that,
was
the
Everett
of
the building locked when
programme being
William J. Wheeler was also recalled with hinges on it. Did not remember
I ground, the perceutage of the dyna- seeing a man trying the doors
then issued for 92500 in response to a
the second part was a miscellaneous I mite and the
as
there.
and asked about the seeing the etones.
consistency of the ground buildings, and so on, substantially
letter from Everett. This was made by Mr. Swasey,
programme.
bad been related to other witnesses.
Had you ever seen that knife before?
which was found in
I would affect the result, wouldn't it?
Witness saw Mr. Swasey pick up a
to Radcliffe's estate, but the bundle of clothing
payable
it
had.
well
I
Everett said he knew
I couldn't say that
enough
Λ η atwiliicrv in riiift hnth the Democrat s
the junction of the road. He said it was μιβυυ ut ισι c turn ο um noownj
Certainly.
was subsequently changed.
beneficiary
the
r
worse
τ
ne
in.
on
w
shut
Ed
bad
um
he
seen
was Ed that
Had you
wnen you saw tue uuuj,
jvu
aeciaea mai it cumaiueu x.u mucmuo β the bole, about ten feet from the bole.
THE FAMOUS ELITE PETTICOATS, they fit
reader»' andcontributors for the absence
hands and
I had, two or three times.
Did you search around the hole in the
the confinement of Everett,
not
if
Best
The
During
of
clothing.
from our columns this week of consider- serve the conditioo of the
One
are
and
offnrnnnn9
dressmakers like to fit over them,
Witness was asked aboat the blood
Walter L. Gray was called, and
lias be takeo liquor for medicinal pur.—
ft»
able of our regular matter. The excuse arras, as to blood?
ae
were demonthe
Wallace
of
the
and
hie
to
in
Gibbs
condition
and
the
with
Jamie
testified
acknowledgement
multitude
for
the
They
I did,
ground
country.
Thfc Best Petticoat
Not particularly.
«pots,
will have to be the unexpected volume
Mr. Swasey then opened the case for poses?
of this
Whether at any time after the explo- Everett. We spent half or three-quarters around them, and stated that it appear- notary public of an assignment
(le bas taken two small bottles of
of matter from the Everett trial. Anothstrated in our booth at the Fair. Be sure to call and see them.
to the defence, saying that he had expected
estate
moved
on the
his
or
been
that
had
Radcliffe
the
from
Everett
hour.
if
Mr.
of
an
ed
as
from
I
him.
heard
in
for
body
medicine
policy
brought
er week we shall expect to be again on a sion, you
to wait until morning before stating hie
Witness said that they dug over the ground between the blood spots. Mr. Wallace G. Everett.
On cross-examination Mr. Farrar statthere were fuses in the building?
normal basis.
Yours truly,
we are ready to state the deOn cross-examination Mr. Gray stated case. But
I loose earth in the hole, but found no Swasey went over the matter of the
there
was appearance of things I
er]
that
I don't remember that he said so.
to fence, and it is summed up in our plea,
The Ladies' Aid Society will serve a
Witness was aaked about a spark set- I splinters of wood there.
been picked up around the scene
position of the blood spots very care- that Everett told him the policy was
having
harvest supper in the Baptist vestry next ting an electric fuse afire
Said ho did
Witness also testified to finding a fully.
be assigned to him because he was pay- '•Not guilty."
(Continued on page ·.'.)
The county attorney made a peculiar
Mr. Everett did say something to you ing the premiums, and the assignment
Tuesday evening at half past. six. An not think it would do so.
I board wirh two strap hinges on it at a
of this case. He propounded no
adroad.
the
opening
entertainment will follow the supper.
the
for
him
acroes
did
that
he
from
what
secure
fuee?
the
was
to
money
distance
about
night?
hole,
What about the ordinary
Born.
theory, and I am not yet informed as to
AH women who furnish food, aud their
vanced.
Yes, but I can't remember what.
If it was open at the top, a spark I Did you tind any of the rest of the
what theory the state is to adopt in its
children, if they are not wage earners, might set it afire.
Re-direct: Since the 12th of April,
door?
a
have
didn't
either
In Parte, Oct. 10, to the wife of Pearl M. Whitwill pay just five cents for their supper.
argument. They
how much time did you board in the
No.
Ou re-direct the witness was shown a
man, a daughter.
Frank B. Fish of Portland, former theory, or they didn't dare to state it.
AH other persons 15 cents. For the euand stated that in order for a I Witness described the search that the cook house?
In Greenwood, Oct. 11, to the wife of Will IT.
primer,
of
the
one
the
of
is
Everett
G.
Wallace
A
Portland
Now
the
cashier of
agency
tertaiumeut. 10 cents will be charged.
It may have been a week or two.
^ates, aeon.
spark to tire it, the primer would have three men made, and related the finding
brothers
this
that
of
Oxford
lapsed
citizens
testified
County.
My
policy
In
was
to
Ed
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I
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S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK. NORWAY, MAINE.
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Agency, Oxford, Me
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BLUCHERS,.....$4.00, $3.50,
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buy

Frothingham,
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CASTOR IA

$1.75,

$2.50, $2.25,

Send Your Work to

The Ρ uzzler

Wayside Laundry,
Hebron, Maine.

No. 272.—Metagram.
Whole I ani correct.
Change
head and I become:
1. Easy to be lifted.
2. With great earnestness.
3. The power of seeing.
4. To contend with In battle.

EDWARD C. BEAN,
MANAGER.
First-class work done.

Family Washings
Steam

a

le fouettai. Address : Bdttor HountAKEBS'
Colomb, oxford Democrat, 8outh Peris, Me

For Sale Cheap.

Second hand, six horse

power

engine and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop. South Paris, Me.
_________________

Work Horse Tor Kale.
I have a moderate priced work
horse for sale, weighing about 1300.
Will sell or
Extra good worker.
exchange for good cows or young
stock.

J.

M. THAYER,
Paris Hill, Me.

Farm

Refer·

Maxim

OF

TRO.MBONE.

Charles D.

Block,

Stacy,

Boiton.

South Purls.

or

under

almost new, Sulky Plow,
Wagon,
Pair Double
Tooth

Harrow,
Spring
Sleds, Buggy Wagon, Pair Work
Harness, Pair Driving Harness,
Single Driving Harness.
XAPOLEON MARTELL, Paris Hill, «otf

Piano Tuniog and Fine Repairing.
t«

I
offer for sale my entire outfit of horses,
:
wagons, sleds, harness, etc., as follows
3 Good Horses, excellent drivers and
workers. Have been used in all
kinds of work and driving. They
the saddle.

MYRON H. WATSON,
TEACHER

HORSES FOR SALF.
As I am to change my occupation

all work single or double

Sftf

farm in Sumner, near the Paris
line. Cuts bay to winter fifteen head of
Good
stock. Buildings in fair repair.
young orchard. Also cows, young cattle, three horsed, farming tools, &c.
E. C. SLATTKRY,
R. F. D. 3, South Parie.
41-44

My

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
RTE Β AYOTTE. of Rmnford. 'η the County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represents that on the 24th
day of Nov., last past, he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and has fully
of said Acts
complied with all the
and of the order» of Court touching his bank-

Patenta taken through Munn A Co. receive
iftcùil motict, without charge, in tbe

Ρ

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Laneet drcnlatlou of any scientific tournai. Term·, S3 a
Tear : four months. IL Sold by all newsdealer*.

MUNN ÎCo.3"8""**» New ïork

Discharge.

DMTBICT

District

or Mai.se. ss.
On this Mb day of Oct, A. D. laOT. on reading the foregoing petition. It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the 23th day of Oct. A. D
Ii«7, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock lu the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford l>emocrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all knowu creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear st the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner shoul I not be granted.
And It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mall to nil known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness th" lion. Clarence Hale. Judge
of the salil Court, and the teal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the .Hit day of Oct.,
A. D. l'A'7.
JAMES E. IIKWKY, Clerk.
it.».]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest -JAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

Is the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
GEORGE C- AYLES,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of George C. Ay les. In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 5th day of
October, A. D. lâoî, the said lie »rge C. A y les
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
tlrst meeting of his creditors will be held at the
offlce of the Referee, No. S Market Square, South
Paris, on tbe '3rd day of October, A. D. 1W7. at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may tittend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
uouie before said meeting.
South Paris. Oct. 7, 1907.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

AS
GOOD
AS
A
DAILY

NEWSPAPER.

No. 275.—Cube.

OF

NOTICE.
η the District Court of the United States for
In Bankruptcy.
Maine.
the District of
I η the matter of
)
GE«)RUE H. PACKARD, J In Bankruptcy.
of Buckfleld, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of George H. Packard, In the
County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 5th day of
>ct.f A. D. 1907, the said George H. Packard wan
inly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
neetlng of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
•'aris, on the 23rd day of Oct., A. D. 1907, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which tlm& the
«aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ippolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other busluess as may properly
come before saiii meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 7. 1907.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Referee in Bankruptcy

NOTICE.

the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
PATRICK ADAMS,
of Rumfonl, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Patrick Adams, In the
''ounty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is herebv given that on the 14th day of
September, Λ. D. 1907, the said Patrick Adams
«raa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
-neetlng of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, So. S Market Square, South Paris,
on the Hth day of Nov., A. D. 1907, at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
a
nay attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
become
as
business
such other
may properly
'ore said meeting.
South Pari·, Oct. 10. 1907.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee la Bankruptcy.
η

}

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week. and
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays

a*>

and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

bring

you a free

sample

copy.
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The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildS. D« |»artri)ont of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located in the
heart cf the c.ty and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is «park and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good foryou. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

in£, Γ.

pastry floor
(once sifted) add one-half teaspoon* salt
and work in one-foorth cop lard, using
the tips of the fingers. Moisten to' a
dough with very cold water, toss on a
board dredged sparingly with flour, pat

jjjyjjj

SÎS-H-I·»*-» <Φ
"liïX
who"K join,

«·

deep pie plate with paste

and

Cream one-half
while
one
cup fine granubeating constantly,
lated sugar; then add the yolks of
four eggs, one at a time, continuing the
beating. Add slowly one tablespoon of
lemon juice, and a few grains of salt.
Bake in a moderate oven, cool slightly,
cover with meringue, and return to oven
to cook the meringue.

put on a rim of paste.
cup butter, and add

MERINO CE

gradually,

FOR

Beat the whites of three eggs until

4.

,*».««arS "Κ

tract was aboutΛο»

KuJtaS!".»!.'b.n»|tt
"SC^Tei ^oblï.r

tbe honBe was

m.»un,

.be »M.

confessed tb. lidl, ■<>»»·
M^Whbjgno."
facedly.

»Tben there,.„a-thin' doin\" «aid the

nurse-lady.

8.

SON, Agents,

Warning.
Mr. H. was recently presented with
handsome revolver, whose qualities

a

...

He Meant Well, But—
"Brains In woman should count for
more than i>e::uty."
"Oh. hut. Miss Sweetly, your beauty
Is too strong an argument on the other

as

«wleep within halt
^ ^ benoflt q{
suggested, aud

! oth'"lI

°y

TL

eame

to report
feel it to b.
ne m,
J da
happened, eo far a j am able this
]et
morning to
1 did go
me say, my
after my
to sleep very
y retirement,
^
Then a friend wttn nw "«
t
"
arm came
way,
what

joon
»J°n&

bra^yrsfftftî
zzsxjs? «ν
®wM

negotiating
-

tw0,,

^!ftid

four tablespoons powdered
he would haul
sugar, then fold in three and one-half
tablespoons powdered sugar and flavor
with one-half teaspoon of lemon extract
.Id.
A meor one-third teaspoon vanilla.
own. In, «nd I MtodW· »»«
cooked
be
kind
should
this
of
ringue
«.«j
would rMCb roy
about eight minutes in a moderate oven.
,,
be Mld,
If removed from the oven before thor*·«-»
slipping
oughly done, the eggs will liquefy and
the meringue will settle; if cooked too
iunolure the olown bounded
long the meringue will be tough.

C,?"e'»oJulo

ϊ&ΙίΧ

£.»gKK

"J·100'

up'.nd

Attble'

question."

the

Magazine.

W.bd.bob.M^Jt

be

of

side

—

OF

Timber

The undersigned will sell
on the premises a part of
the timber back of fair

ground fence,
At

an

of

No. 277.—Numerical Enigma.
Come. 12 3 15. and let us Join the fray.
123 he no kindly word to say?
Let 4 5 0 but hold the gate

And 3 & 4 u trap to wait.
The 3 5 2 4 of war Is here, and now
The 1 3 2 4 of trial la on every brow.
1 2 3 4 5 U. then, to heed the call.
And In that word you have iny all.

No. 278.—Riddle.

I'm th» principal part of a gun.
But my substance Is nearly all air.
In the forest wild I run.
And to hunt me Is spurt most rare.

eight

We must

CANNED PEACH PIE.
Turn the contente of one quart can
peaches into a saucepan and let stand exposed to the air one hour. Add onetliird cup sugar and cook slowly until
peaches are very soft and syrup is quite
thick. Cut halves of peaches in fourths
legthwise and turn into a pastry case,
then cover with whipped cream sweetened and flavored with vanilla. To make
λ pastry case for a pie, cover an inverted
•ieep pie plate with paste, prick several
times with a fork, put on a tin sheet and
bake in a moderate oven.
Slip from
plate, cool, and All.

No. 279.—European Names.
PUMPKIN PIE.
(Easy Sheadings )
1. Cut υ if the head of one country
Line a deep pic plate with paste and
build up a fluted rim, turn in pumpkin
au«l leave another larger one.
at first
2. Reheud the name of a sea and mixture and bake in a quick oven
to set the rim, then decrease the heat as
leave a want.
and milk in combination need to be
3. Rehead a river and sharpen a egg
cooked at a low temperature. For the
razor upon what Is left.
pumpkin mixture, mix one and one-balf
4. Behead another country and leave
cups steamed and strained pumpkin,
something that causes sorrow.
two thirds cup brown sugar, one tea5. Behead another river and there re- spoon vanilla, one-half teaspoon ginger,
one-half teaspoon salt, two eggs, slightly
inaius a girl's name.
beaten, one and one-half cupe milk and
Where Littl· Pigs Go.
"Mainma, where do little pigs
when they die?"
"They go to market, child."

one-half cup

go

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 203.—Printers' PI: 1. Roosevelt.
Lincoln. 2. Peaches, apples.
No. 204.-Anagrams: Theodore, Horace. Moses, Solon, Daniel, Otto, Amos,
Paul.
Proverb Puzzle: Smooth
No. 2<ίΓ>.
runs the water where the brook Is
—

deep.

No. 200.— "harade: Man, till, a, mantilla.
No. 267.—Riddle: Nail.
No. 20S.—Double Acrostic: Prim π Ν
2.
1. Wheat.
and tluals—Whlttler.
Uayti. 3. Icicle. 4. Tenor.
No. 209.—Double Zigzag:

8.

1.
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MINCE MEAT.

Few

Hallowe'en Tricks.

8PEARINO

TUE RING.

To ascertain infallibly which members of the company will marry soon,
which later, and which not at all, arrange the test of the ring. This (a plain

is suspended by a
cord from a nail in the ceiling or from
on band a couple
Have
chandelier.
the
of steel knitting needles. Each girl in
turn is given a ueedle, the ring is set in
motion and the Uallowe'ener asked to
xpear it. If it is caught in the first
lunge the person in question will marry
early; if on the second, be or she will
enter matrimony late. If it is not caught
in the third attempt single blessedness is
almost certainly foreshadowed.

gold wedding ring)

ABRUPT
C

cream.

Mix and cook slowly for two or three
hours the following ingredients: five
cups chopped cooked beef, two and onehalf cups chopped suet, seven and onehalf cups chopped apples, three cups of
cider, one-half cup vinegar, one cup of
molasses, five cups of sugar, threefourths pound citron finely cut, two and
one-half cup· of whole raisins, one and
one-half cups raisins finely chopped, juice
of two lemons, juice of two oranges, one
tablespoon mace, two tableepoons cinnamon, two tablespoons olove, two tablespoons salt, three and one-half cups of
the liquor in which beef was cooked.—
Ex.
A

4.

No. 270.—Map Puzzle: 1. Ireland. 2.
New Brunswick. 3. Casplau sea.
No. 271.- Musical Festival: 1. Sing.
2. Sharp, y. Flat. 4. Rest, shake. 5.
Tune. 0. Scales, minor. 7. StafT, crotc'
ets. S. Performance, time.
Cream Balm has been tried and
not found wanting in thousands of homes
all over the country. It has won a place
in the family medicine closet among tbe
reliable household remedies, where it is
kept at hand for use in treating cold in
the head just as soon as some member of
the household begins the preliminary
sneezing or snuffing. It gives immediate
relief and a day or two's treatment will
pat a stop to a cold whioh might, if not
checked, become chronic and run into a
bad case of catarrh.

FATEFUL

recognize

tbe

lavish

NAMES.

Here the names of all the girls of the
company are written on one set of slips;
those of the men on another. Doth sets
walnut
are then enclosed in hollow
shells which are glued together after the
Care is necessary
names are inserted.
in keepiug both eets strictly apart, as
any confusion of the two would spoil the
Place the nuts with girls' names
game.
afloat in one tub of. water, the men's in
another and provide a long dipper. The
men dip from one tub, the girls from
another. When all have had their turn
the nuts sre broken open. If any two
players have drawn each other's names,
the inference of a match in the future is
very pronounced. When different names
are drawn unrequited affection is hinted
at.
CHRISTENED APPLES.

shores of Lake Superior those vast beds
of iron ore, which are not only the most
extensive in the world, but are so placed
that the labor of excavating and loading
for shipment is practioally nothing. Tbe
ore, which is extremely»rich, sixty per
cent of it being iron, liée practically at
the surface of the ground; and it is so
loose and friable that all that is necessary for its recovery is to run in a train
of care, set a steam shovel at work,
and load tbe material directly on to the
This work has actually been done
cars.
at the rate of 5,800 tons in ten hours,
and this with tbe labor of but eight men
at a cost of live cents only per ton for
labor. The supply is enormous, a single

corporation having recently estimated
its holdings at 500,000,000 tons, valued
at

as

many dollars.

easily-recovered

These

supplies,

and
however,

vast

would have a limited value, were there
not available a proportionate supply of
coking coal; and this has been provided
with an equally lavish hand in the
famous Connellsville district, where a
single coke company on entering into
one of the great industrial combinations
of tbe past few ^ years, stated that it
owned 40,000 acres of coal lands in this
region, and 11,000 coke ovens. Within
easy reach of the coal district there are
also large quarries of limestone, the
third of the three constituents in the
charge of a blast furnace.
Anecdote of Dan O'Connell.

■

by

CHANDLER,

West Sumner

5 Horse power upright boiler an.!

Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.

Norway, Me.

M nine.

For Sale.

HILLS,

REMEMBER!

engine,

in

good

condition.

H. W. TAPLEY.
South Paris, Me.

LowBstPrices in Oxford Gounty.

Can afford to and will pay more for rage, rubto
ber·, and metal thin any stringer that call*
your houw.
He paye from $5 to 19 per ton for Iron delivered to film here.
lie buye folded newspapers.
lie Is paying for mixed rags, 1 cent a pound.
Pay· market
Rubbers according to market.
price for bran tacks.

PARKERS
BALSAM

HAIR

Clnrn-l end bwuitifei t'
ij.
Pr»m.>tej a Inxuri*·.! f ·Nover FiliJ to Rr«!or Urty
Hair to it· Youthful Co :->r.
Cu.'· tch'.p di·»»»·» & :.».r !v ».
60c.v -I t!
Drvtf >
»

NORWAY, MAINE.

rawTôri

P. Π.

extra

(ooking-Ranges

What Our NEW TYPE of Range Means
the Crawford reputation for progress,
constructed a new type, of range which is
In this new
better than even our heretofore best.
design the useless and awkward End Hearth is
The ashes are disposed of by falling into
omitted.
a HOD far below the fire, which makes their removal
easier and the grates to last longer. The Coal and Ash
Hods are side by side, of the same size, and the Ash
Hod being emptied can be returned full of coal. There
is also more room on top of these ranges. The "Palace"
is extra large size and the "Castle" smaller.
All the famous Crawford features are present:
Single Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues,
Asbestos-Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator.
x

Maintaining

we have

Rheumatism Beyond Control

liand

Planing, Sawing

Pub] labor,

years' time to remove from lot. Parses are invited to look over the lot
and lines will be shown at any time
prior to the sale by E. £. Andrews
or T. P. Richardson, Norway.

with which Nature prepared the way for
our industrial triumphs, by accumulatof ing along the southern and western

Also Window & Door Frames.

Qrenville M. Donham,

8rT

ringue.

I will furnUh DOOBS an t WINDOWS of hnj
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly -Ue or 8tyle at reasonable priced.
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
If Jn want of any klnil of Ktnteh for IniMr or
with
vines, mutile
with broad piazza shaded
work, »cnd Id youi order* I'l ne
m
A spring of
and Shingles on land Cheap fur Cuh.
commanding a fine view.
buildThese
on
water
premies.
pure
ing» are well and prettily furnished and
and Job Work.
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the Matched Hard Wool Kloor Hoard* for eaie.
honse. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
F. Η.
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Postpaid for $2.00.

good lot of timber
pine, spruce, fir, hemand some good hard timber and
This growth will be
wood.
to the highest bidder with a

This is

consisting
lock
cord
sold

2

Builders' Finishl

FOR SALE.

No. 38. Just Issued.

Sat., Oct, 26, 1907,

profit.

E. W. C HWIMJ ll.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St,,

—

Morris Klain,

faction and

L M. TUFTS,

Business Directory of Maine.
Sent

Grade Portrait Work

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

browning's 890 Congress St., opp. City Building,
Portland, Maine.

Auction Sale

Standing

AND

—

Mouldings s,J.

Sepia and Oil a specialty,

State Year Book

A Timely

feSSSr, A Nation ot Uripples

Player

Billing· Blook,

without any of the bother and
of fllling it."

h IS.' Ά Wow''A·» =J,olt

PIANOS.

Co.,

mess

invites the business of
banks, corporations and
business men,
feeling
confident that its well
known facilities will
render an account once
established of permanent and mutual satis-

in Crayon, Water color,

Register!

Maine

into tbe ring end1 pnMtl
OXFORD COUNTY AGRICULout ot the
CHOCOLATE CREAM PIE.
foreigu; 5 to 1. a verb; 2 to 0, a sorSOCIETY.
TURAL
while I "tood
rowful sound; 4 to 8, a race that gave
Beat four eggs slightly, add one and
Per order Trustees.
its present name to Hungary; 7 to 3, a one-half cups of sugar, one-third cup
41-43
softened butter, two-thirds cup grated
tree.
unsweetened chocolate, one cup cream,
one teaspoon vanilla, and a few grains of
No. 276.—Dictionary Girls.
Health Clinic.
1. A smooth girl. 2. A geometrical salt. Cook over hot water until mixture I
into a deep
turn
cool
A
thickens,
slightly,
4.
the
best
of
girls.
girl. 3. One
for the
lined with paste and bake in a What Nature Has Done
clinging girl. 5. A lively girl. 6. A pieplate oven. Cover
with meringue,
American Ironmonger.
moderate
warlike girl. 7. A nervous girl.
minutes to cook meand bake

Paris,

W. or. Wheeler db

pen.

wurkf?ht uid

The Only Hope to Rheumatic
Suffers is Uric-0 Treatment

Mule by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., Ii-3j Union St., Boston

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DEALERS.

If rheumatism continue* to spread &e It has In
the past few year», It would seem as though we
woul I before long become a nation of cripple*·.
The terrible desiructtvene*s of this disease Is
apparent on every side of us. Almost nine out
of ten of the cripples one meets had their afflicHow many
tion brought on by Rheumatism.
thousands more there are that are hopelessly
Rheumabed ridden and whom we ne\rer see.
tism, from tho very nature of the disease, can
never cure Itself anil If neglected Is bound to
grow worse rather than belter. If you ever have
any twinges of Rbeumatlt-m go to your dtugglst
and get a bottle of Urlc-O, the wonderful new
It will cure you and It 1m
Rheumatic Specific
the only treatment In the world that will cure
permanently and thoroughly. Urlc-0 cures
the muscles, blood and
y Its direct action on the
kidneys. It seek*· out
poisonous Uric and
Rheumatic Acid and drives it from the system,
and It Is only a treatment of such a nature that
Liniments and
will ever cure Rheumatism.
plaster* only serve to drive It from one spot to
cure
never
Rheumatism, beanother.
They
cause H Is primarily a blood disease, and until
the blood is c'eared from the poison, a cure can
not take place.
Thei υ never was a case of Rheumatism that
Uric Ο could not cure ami you should not put off
taking It. You can test Urlc-O free of charge If
you wish. Just cat out this advertisement and
send It to the Smith Drug Co., 2«5 Smith Hldg.,
Syracuse, X. T., together with your name ami
the name of your druggist, ami state that you
hAve never used Urlc-O and would like to try It.
They will give you free, through your dru»gist,
a 7.") cent bottle, which you can test and try to
your own satisfaction.
Urlc-O Is sold and personally recommended In
43-44.
South Paris by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

ia

The Mildest and Most
Effective Laxative Known

Sou

No laxative
xative sold
bowel ι emulator in

V

in

our

store can

111

mm.*·»—
with this perfect
compare
gentleness and
It is not a reefficiency.
arrangement of old laxative and
cathartic drugs, but an
Htwlaxative and cathartic. All
entirely
the good
points of other laxatives
have been
carefully preserved in this new
faults have been as
laxative, while their
—:*1

Here Is

our

There are a good many interesting
stories told of the famous Daniel O'Connell. Once he was defending a prisoner
indicted for murder. Tbe principal witIf you do not
ness against the defendant s wore that
consider Rexall
tbe prisoner's bat had been found near
the place of tbe murder. The hat was
Orderlies to be
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
then produced in court, and the witness
)
In the matter of
bit a<
every
swore positively that it was the same
Charles A. Darrinoton, J In Bankruptcy.
good a· we
one that was found, and that it belonged
Bankrupt. J
claim them to
to the prisoner.
To the Hon. Clarence IIai.k, Judge of the DU
trict Court of the United States for the District
b«—if
"By virtue of your oath, are you posiafter a
:
of Maine
tive that this is the same bat?"
trial you are
A. Darrinoton of Canton, In the
•Tes."
Countr of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
di«>ati*fied,lim"Did you examine it carefully before said District, respectfully represent* that on
the 22nd day of Dec., last past, he was duly
ply bring back
was
tbe
swore
it
prisoner's?"
you
re
eta
of
A
the
under
Congress
adjudged bankrupt
"Yes."
to u· the
latlng to Bankruptcy; that be has duly surrenempty
"Now let me see," said O'Connell, as dered all his property and rights of property,
box
and we will
tho
requirement*·
he took up the hat and began carefully and has fully compiled with all
any
said Acte and of the orders of Court touching
promptly r ·
He paused of
to examine the inside of it.
his bankruptcy.
nausea. To
tion or
with a curious expression on his face,
fund your monWherefore ho prays, That bo may be decreed
and then spelled aloud
"J-a-m e-s. by the Court to have a full discharge from all
ey without furdebts provable against bis estate under said
and no constiNow do you mean to say that that name
results
except such debts as are ex
ther delay.
bankruptcy Acts,
was in the hat when you found it?"
such
use.
from
law
discharge.
cepted by
work
"
The entire
and the rest of
Dated this -'Gth day of Sept., Α. Γ». 1907.
"I do
the
CHARLES A. DARRINOTON, Bankrupt.
is unaware of
"Did you see it there?"
formula
ο f
t'-eir presence.
are as
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
"I did."
Rexall Order
as
are
as.
op
District
Maims,
"And this is the same bat?"
lies will be furOn this 12th day of Oct., A. D. 1907, on readup
"Yes."
ing the foregoing petition. It Is
nished
you if
"Now, my lord," said the lawyer, Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha··
you ask for it
the samo on tho 1st day of Nov., A. D.
of
turning to the judge, "there's an end to upon before
said Court nt Portland, In sold Disthis ease. There is no name whatever 1907, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
and that no
nothing secret.
of
trict,
within this hat."
tlco thereof be published In the Oxford Demo
and
said
In
a
District,
I
printed
The prisoner was instantly acquitted. crat, newspaper
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
Conquered by Habit.
and show cause, If any they have, why the
should not be grants
A story is current concerning a pro- prayer of said petitioner
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
fessor who is reputed to be slightly the Clerk shall send by mall to all known oralabsent-minded. The learned man bad Itors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence aarranged to escort bis wife one evening stated.
to the theatre.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Halk, Judge of
"I don't like the tie you have on. I the said Court, and the seal thereof, at 1'ortlaud,
in
said District, on tho 12th day of Oct, A. D.
wish you would go up and put on an1907.
other," said his wife.
JAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.8.]
For Sale in South Paris.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
The professor tranquilly obeyed. MoE. HEWEY. Clerk.
JAMES
Attest:
ment after moment elapsed, until Anally
The hniim» ami land belonging to tlie
the impatient wife went upstairs to learn
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewi tt,
It ΟΤΙ CE OF FORECLOSURE.
in tho centcr of the village, l>as
the cause of bis delay. In bis room she
situated
WHEREAS, Emily E. McCrellls, of WoodON
found her husband undressed and getting stock, In the County of Oxford and State of
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
into bed. Habit had been too much for Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated the thirtieth
witli *heds, large attic, Ac., and is in
day of March, A. D. 1906, and recorded In OxThe grounds are
bim when he took off bis tie.
excellent condition.
Oil.
Gasoline
ford Registry of Deeds, book 289, page ICS, con
extensive, contaiuiug additional bouse
vevetl to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel
at
situated
the
with
of land,
buildings thereon,
Nothing Doing.
; loti*.
North Woodstock, In Woodstock aforesaid, and
\V. T. HEWETT.
"Well, sir?" said tbe great lawyer.
known as the Abby W. Packard stand, containJAMES 8. WRIGHT, Agent, 8. Parie..
The visitor spoke tremulously.
ing one-half acre of land more or less; and
"I am a defaulter," he aaid, "and I whereas the condition of said mortage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
FOB MALE.
want you to defend me."
of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
The other shook him by the hand. ■aid mortgage.
Oue Concord wagon in good condition,
6,1907.
to close out ο<1·I patterns and clean one two-borse McCormick mowing m:i"Certainly I will defend you, my friend," Woodstock, Maine, October
ι
EDNA J. JUDKINS.
be murmured, kindly, "And how many
| chine, a Champion horse-rake, second
up stock.
hundred thousand did you say?"
I band driving harness, a lever butter·
"Hundred thousand?" the client inI worker, and a Blanchard churn. For further particulars inquire of
terrupted. "Ob, sir, don't tblnk me
Bolster
homeH.
N.
The
worie than I am. It is only $490 In all,
A. J. PENLEY,
Paris
in
South
situated
stead
and I expect to pay back every cent beSouth Paris, Maine.
fore I die."
finished, hot water heat
June 17, 1U07.
2f>tf
"George," be said to the office boy, and all modern
attached,
NOTICE.
"show this dishonest rascal oat."
a two story house, ell and stable,
The subscriber hereby give· notice that lie I
to
located.
Cauaing Damage.
has been duly appointed administrator of the 1
Sts.,
Comer Main and
S. WRIGHT, Adm.
estate of
"Here!" shouted the railway official,
IRA B. WING, late of Peru,
"what do yon mean by throwing those
1 In the Count) of Oxford, deceased, and (riven
trunks about like that?"
bonds a« the law directs.
AU persona having
For
Service
demands against the estate of said deceased
The porter gasped in astonishment
are desired to present the same for settlement,
A right good Berkshire Boar, just
and several travelers pinched themselves
SOUTH PARIS.
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
to make sure that it was real. Then tbe the
payment Immediately.
size. Service fee $i.oo.
A.
PUTNAM.
J08EPII
Sept. 17th, 1907.
official spoke again to the porter:

The Difference.
An apple frolic which never fails to
"Tee, I have heard of him. Owes amuse and interest, is called Christened
everybody, gets drunk and goes whoop- Apples. Necessaries: a bowl of rosy
ing around the streets. Keeps a worth- apples and a large wooden spoon. Each
less cur and has a fondness for telling person in turn selects from the dish a
stories beginning, "Say, have you heard rosy apple which he or she secretly
Seed S 2 Mat atomy tor book of αρ-to-dat· poultry sad (arm building plus,
this one? If you have, call it off. Once names, giving it the title of some person
there was a young married couple—' A of the opposite sex concerning whbm the
fie.
P. MAXIM &
South
worthless loafer, a dead beat, and"
spirits of the hour are specially invoked.
'Oh, no! You are thinking oi John E. The fruit is then poised on the wooden
ι
This is his cousin, John O. Drives his spoon, and carrying it the player runs
creditors into bankruptcy, runs over around the room. If the fruit is safely
people with bis imported βθ-horse power oarrieAover the course, his or her case
automobile, owns a 13000 fighting dog, is extremely hopeful: if the fruit fail·
talks so loudly in his box at the opera success is extremely doubtful.
that he infuriates those who think music
HALLOWE'EN CUPS.
was made to be listened to, reads novels
There should be six in number. Arin French—"
"Ah, I see! Strange I should make range them along the edge of a table, or
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter
Piano, such
a mistake—a well
known man In other similar place. The person to
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low ibout town."—Puck.
whom the future is to be revealed stands
faring the cups, and with eyes olosed
Also I have
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
Prosperity brings tue Kansas farmer selects one. The oups are shifted after
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
Prices Dne disadvantage. Jilted women ask the eyes of the questioner are closed. Ια
For
heavier damages In breach-of-prom- »ch cup lies some trifle the mysterious
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
ise cases. Tbe old schedule used to be neaning of which Is of great significance.
the best pianos that are on the market.
15,000. Tbe new one is 130,000. It was h. thimble and a button in one cup
the
"Don't you see that you're making big
let
λ Wichita girl who sued a farmer neans bachelor or spiosterhood;
[or that amount tbe other day because 1 lime in another stands for wealth; the dents in this concrete platform ?"
le broke an engagement with her and : •ing, for approaching marriage; two
He—I bear that George and Kitty
ι ■ings, for a widow or widower in one's
narried another girl.—Ex.
have made up their quarrel. She—Only
I lestiny, aooording to circumstances; a
▲ man haa to have a oertaln amount >ink paper heart, a love match; a mit· temporarily They are going to be married soon!
if wisdom to realise what a fool he is.
ι «η, unrequited love.—ϊχ.
Util 1

S.

"I rhould much like to hear It."

"Why. I found that by keeping a bottle of ink handy a fountain pen can
bo used Just the same as any other

he was testing by firing blank car^ autymoblle, and tridges
1
into the air, when his daughter
out
I
the
to
take
usea
baby
ivery night
Natalie, aged six, appeared upon the
tfae
^
hour
an
of
a
ride
(or
autyroo.
I
rj<je would scene. "Oh, papa," she exclaimed In
bu.it
great distress, "don't shoot at the sky;
put him to «bleep wu»
—Μ\* So .)»
I've you might kill an angel!"—Circle.

stiff, and add gradually, while beating ball with

From 1 to 2. appellations; 1 to 3, a
point of the compass; 2 to 4, another
l>oint of the compass; 3 to 4, a cheerless tract of country overgrown with
to U. au inhabitant of trop
:»hrubs;
leal America; 5 to 7, a kind of lily;
ΐί to 8. au organ of the body; 7 to 8,

High
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Monroe, Me., 1906.
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Line a

solicitor Is either a "writer" or a "law
ageut," the argument lu a case Ih the
"debate," the assize Is the Jury, a
wrongdoer Is a "delinquent," an idiot
—In Scottish law—Is "a fatuous person." and burglary Is (with true Scot-

Picture Frames

They
Maintain
Good Health

Si

«**1»

Cut two cups of cranberries in halves
and soak in cold water, to cover, one
And she was gone.—New xor
hour. Remove berries from water and
add one-half cup raisins seeded and
Insomnia.
chopped, one cup eugar, two teaspoons
vanilla, and a few grains of salt. Mix
DKBCBIBKH
OF ITS CUBE A8
one tablespoon corn starch with enough EFFKCT
BY ONK WHO DID.
cold water to pour easily, add to one
cup boiling water and let boil five minI .o».U«~
a
utes. Combine mixtures and pour into
Cover suffer from ineomnia told β
a deep plate lined with paste.
^
with an upper crust and bake in a moderate oven forty-five minutes.
TRANSPARENT PIE.

Puzzling 8cotti«h Term·.
There are many puzzling differences
between Scottish and English law
terms. For lus tance, bankruptcy le In
Scotland an "act of sequestration," a

"We have used the true 'L. F.'
tish caution) "housebreaking with an Atwood's Bitters in our family for
author
Is,
oat.
aggravation." Finally, an
bave their own tou
twenty-five years with good results.
g
advertisement lu Scotland, not a person wty> writes, We always keep them in the house.
but the vendor or seller of real properThey are excellent for stomach trouty, from whom the title to It Is de- ble. Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley.
per the other day for » neat gin
after » ohlld·
rived.
Some of the most common causes of
_,rl -11
all rign*
She waa a neat girl
r|eht, and wlthill health are hasty meals, unwise diet,
fa
-1 a peculiar one. The laay 01
Her Discovery.
and over-eating. The stomach rebels
boa» b«l auew.r.d
Professor—Some of the grandest In- under such abuse and sickness follows.
scribed qu»tlo».
ventions of the age have been the re- Such errors may be quickly righted by a
few doses of the "L. F." Atwood's Bitsult of accidental discoveries.
sweeten stomach, cleanse the
Young Lady—I can readily believe It. ters. They
arouse liver, and purify blood.
Why. I made an Important discovery bowels,
36c. at druggists.
myself, and It was the purest accident
to, tor e. «ο··. too.

constantly,

Ely's

I
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ο

ο
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Bold Papers One Year (or $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

ο

Ο

his

MAl.NK.se.

ο

1. ο

(X) AYOTTE, Baukrupt.

mark
Witness Matthew McCarthy.
Ord«r of iToUcc Thereou.

HERBERT

ALMOST

No. 274.—Diamond.
1. A letter. 2. The cry of an animal.
3. Shelters for cattle. 4. An lusect 5.
A letter.

decreed
pravs. That he may 1* from
all
have a full discharge
against bis estate under said
exdobts
as
are
such
bankruptcy Acts, except
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 30th da ν of Sept., A. D. 1907.

matter of
)
of Oct., A. D. 1907, on reading
HERBERT CLINCH.
[ In Bankruptcy. theOn this 5th day
foregoing pétition, U Is
Bankrupt. )
the
Court, that a hearing be had
Ordered
the
of
To the Hos. Clarekce Hale, Judge
by
District Court of the United States for the upon the same on the 23th day of Oct-, A. D.
District of Maine:
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said DisCLINCH, of Rumford Falls. In trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that nothe County of Oxford, and State of Maine, tice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
lu said District, respectfully représenta, that on
the iSth day of September, 1906. be was duly that all known ο editors, and other persons In
time and place,
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress Interest, may appear at the said
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly sur- ind show cause. If any the? have, why tN·
not be granted.
should
rendered all his property and rights of property, ;>ra\erof said petitioner
And it Is further ordered by the Court, That
and has fully complied with all the requirements
all
known credto
mall
shall
send
by
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching the Clerk
itors copies of said petition and this order, adhis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he msy be decreed dressed to them at their places of resilience as
bv tbe Court to havê a full discharge from all stated.
Witness, the Mom. Clarence Hale, Judge
debts provable against his esute under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex- >f the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland. In said District, on the 5th day of Oct.,
cepte· 1 by law from such discharge.
V. D. 1907.
Dated this ISth day of Sept.. A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. UEWEY, Clerk.
IL. s.J
HERBERT CLINCH. Bankrupt.
A true copy of petition and or 1er thereon.
ORDER OF IfOTICE THEREOF.
Attest: J\MESE. HEWEY,Clerk

In the

Two garden vegetables are suggested b.v the cut.—New York Tribune.

Wherefore he
by the Court to
debts provable

PETKR

coming fast, brethren,

Ι".Ζλ™bSwJS» ""»· °"»a"u,°

PIE8.

PIE.

BKBVÀNT 0IBL.

A

ί

ruptcy.

XOTICE TO WATER TAKER».
All wster rentals now due Including the July
bill* which hive been «ent out. muet l>e settled
by Nov lut, or the water will lie shut off.
NORWAY WATER CO.
Per 8. O. Andrews, Supt
Norway. Maine. Oct % 19U7.

FOB

an Auto ?

j

requirements

Branch OŒce. OS F St, Washington. D. G.

Bankrupt's

Discharge.

)
| In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. CLABBMCK Hale, Judge of the DisHi the matter of
PKTER ΛΥΟΤΤΕ,

Λητοη» sending a «ketch and description mar
qutrkly ascertain our opinion fre· whether an
luvention i· probably patentable. CoamanlcaUoq·strictly ο mUdentlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
•eut free. Oldest agency fur securing patenta.

Petition for

for

PASTE

To one and one-half cups

MOCK CHERRY

For Sale.

Bankrupt's Petition

It'·

and roll out to one-fourth inch in thickness, keeping paste a little wider than
long, and corners square. Place one·
fourth oup washed butter on centre of
lower half of paste. Cover butter by
folding upper half of paste over it. Press
edges firmly to enclose as much air as
possible. Fold right side of paste over
enclosed butter, the left side under enclosed butter. Pat and roll out, fold so
as to make three layer·, turn half way
around, pat and roll out; repeat, when
the paste is ready to be used. If it is
necessary for it to stand for a short time,
(old in cheese-cloth, put in covered tin
and keep in a cold place, but never in
direct contact with the ice. This paste
requires a moderate oven.
To Wash Butter.—Scald and chill
an earthen bowl.
Heat palms of hands
in hot water, and ohill in cold water. By
following theee directions butter will
not adhere to bowl or hands. Wash
butter in bowl by squeezing with hands
until soft and waxy, placing bowl under
a cold water faucet and allowing water
to run.
Remove from water and pat
until no water flies. A small amount of
butter may be washed by using a wooden spoon in place of the hands.

and Boiler

Engine

8BCUBIKG

Plea for All.

my

you

ROT YOU >UT WW DIFFICULTY 15

IF

Correspondence on topics of Interest to the ladles

No. 273.—Picture Puzzl·.

Specialty.

Have

HOMEMAKEBS OOLUMN.

skillfully eliminated.

Guarantee

Orderlies

Charlks

simply re-establish Nature's functions

without
unpleasantness
griping—no
sufferers
from constipasluggish liver they bring
immediate relief,
pative reaction
from

whatever.

No

their

thoroughly,

They

body
Rexall Orderlies
pleasant they
in agreeable
tasting, vanilla-flavored tablets.
Box

A.

12,

ioc.

Box

SHURTLEFF
The

&

quietly,

effective.

36,

Put

25c.

CO., Druggists

Wool

in Ει

—

Carpets !

Manure

centrally
JAMES

right

village,

equipments

Sulky Plows.

Chas. F, Ridlon,

Apply

Danforth

NORWAY,

A. K. JACKSON,
South Paris, Me.

Spreaders,

Disk Harrows,

Desirable Residence for Sale.

thoroughly

ϋι Ί

Cylinder

I

Capt.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

MAINE.

For Sale.

Good safe family horse, fair driver.
One light open
One top buggy.
In·
One single harness.
wagon.
quire of Rev. Ε. O. Taylor or O. A.
Maxim, Paris Hill.
39tf

Town NOTICE.
If you have a bill against the town, either highway or poor account, the Selectmen ask you to
your account at once to the Selectman
your section of the town.

Eresent
Sooth

i|

Ύ&Χαίί Store

A LOW PRICE
—

but

SELECTMEN or PARIS.
Parts, July 1, 1907.

For 5ale.

Victoria 30-Iight acetylene ga*
machine. Used only a few month·»
and in first>clasg condition.
C. GUY BUCK, South Paris.

